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EAM Jaishankar meets Rajapaksa brothers;
discusses challenges faced by Sri Lanka

Simmi Kaur Babbar

New Delhi/Colombo, January 20: Former Sri
Lankan presidents Mahinda Rajapaksa and his
younger brother Gotabaya Rajapaska on Friday held
discussions with External Affairs Minister S
Jaishankar on a range of issues of mutual interest and
thanked the Indian government for its steadfast com-
mitment to assisting Colombo during its troubled
times. Gotabaya Rajapaksa, 73, fled Sri Lanka to the
Maldives on a Sri Lanka Airforce plane in July last
year, as the country plunged into its worst economic
and humanitarian crisis since its independence from
Great Britain in 1948. “Called on former President
@PresRajapaksa today. Discussed the current chal-
lenges faced by Sri Lanka and India’s strong support
in this hour of need,” Jaishankar said in a tweet.In
September last year, he was given special security
and a state bungalow upon his return here from
Thailand.Gotabaya Rajapaksa, an ex-military officer,
was appointed Sri Lanka president in November
2019.Mahinda Rajapaksa was forced to resign as Sri
Lanka’s prime minister in May last year following
street protests in the country against the govern-
ment led by Gotabaya Rajapaksa for mishandling the
unprecedented economic crisis.“Had successful dis-

cussions with India’s External Affairs Min
@DrSJaishankar & discussed a range of issues of
mutual interest,” Mahinda Rajapaksa tweeted.“Also
thanked the Indian govt. for its steadfast commit-

ment in assisting #SriLanka during its troubled times
& the strong ties shared between Sri Lanka & India,”
the 77-year-old leader tweeted.Jaishankar also met
the Leader of Ppposition Sajith Premadasa and

exchanged views about bilateral ties.“Nice to meet
leader of opposition @sajithpremadasa. Exchanged
views about our bilateral ties,” he tweeted.Later,
Jaishankar also met Douglas Devanan, Sri Lanka’s

minister of fisheries.“Discussed
cooperation on fisheries and
stressed working together and
humanitarian approach,” the
External Affairs Minister said in a
tweet.Jaishankar is in Sri Lanka to
meet the country’s top leaders to
enhance bilateral ties and finalise a
debt restructuring plan to help
Colombo carve out a path from its
economic crisis.The IMF facility
would enable the island nation to
obtain bridging finance from mar-
kets and other lending institutions
such as the Asian Development
Bank and the World Bank.Sri Lanka
was hit by an unprecedented finan-
cial crisis in 2022 due to a severe

paucity of foreign exchange reserves, sparking polit-
ical turmoil in the country which led to the ouster of
the all-powerful Rajapaksa family, which has dominat-
ed Sri Lankan politics for over two decades.

Anyone who has indulged in corruption,
wrongdoing will face action: Bhagwant Mann

Naresh Malhotra

Chandigarh, January 20: Punjab Chief
Minister Bhagwant Mann on Friday said any-
one who has indulged in any wrongdoing or
corruption will face action irrespective of
whether he is a member of the BJP, which
leads the ruling National Democratic Alliance
at the Centre. He said when the Vigilance
Bureau’s report comes, he does not see
whether a person who has done any wrong
belongs to party ‘A’ or ‘B’. Without taking
names, Mann said, “Anyone who has
indulged in corruption will face action”.“Ara
Sarayan te chalu, BJP jaan da eh matlab nahin
bach javunge, jeda dekho BJP nu turya janda
hai,” he said in Punjabi, asserting that all
wrongdoers will face action and anyone join-
ing the BJP does not mean he will be
saved.Again without taking any names, Mann
said “they are not joining out of love for BJP’s
policies, but they are scared of action...
.”“Trust me, anyone who has looted Punjab’s
coffers, be it five years ago or 10 years ago, it
will be recovered with interest,” he said

addressing a gathering at an event in
Abohar.He said it is the firm commitment of

his government that a corrupt leader or offi-
cer, however affluent he may be, will be
brought to book and made accountable for

his sins.Mann said traditional political parties
are envious of him because they are not able

to digest that the son of a
common man is govern-
ing the state
effectively.The chief minis-
ter, while addressing the
gathering after disbursing
compensation to the flood
affected residents here
during the function, said
the people of the state have
lost their faith in the tradi-
tional political parties
because of their “anti-peo-
ple and anti-Punjab
stance”.He said the wise
and brave people of the
state had ousted these par-
ties during the 2022
assembly polls due to
which they are frustrated

now.Mann said the leaders of these parties
are now allegedly ganging up with each other
to mislead the people.He said these tradition-

al parties have failed in their duty miserably
when they were in power.The chief minister
alleged that many of these leaders plundered
the resources of the state for their vested
political interests.Mann said that while the
state was facing challenges in form of unem-
ployment, brain drain, corruption and others,
these leaders were busy minting the money
illegally.He said these leaders had built their
own palaces and empires of business at the
cost of the people and the state.Taking on for-
mer finance minister Manpreet Singh Badal,
who switched over to the BJP from Congress,
the chief minister said that in his long stint as
the in charge of finances of state, he had
always claimed that the coffers of the state are
empty.He said that after failing to perform his
duty as the Finance Minister to ensure the
well-being of the state, Manpreet Badal has
now joined the BJP.Except reciting a few cou-
plets in Urdu, the former Finance Minister
will not do anything for betterment of state
and even for BJP, claimed Mann.Manpreet
Badal was also finance minister when he was
in the Shiromani Akali Dal. 

Delhi Govt again sends Finland training
programme file to Lt Governor Saxena

TST Correspondent

New Delhi, January 20: The Delhi
Government has “again sent” a proposal
to the Lt Governor’s Office to
send teachers of state-run
schools for a training programme
to Finland, Deputy Chief Minister
Manish Sisodia said on Friday,
days after VK Saxena allegedly
rejected a similar proposal.Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal also
expressed hope that permission
would be granted for the teachers
to travel abroad for the pro-
gramme.The Delhi Government
had alleged that while returning
the earlier proposal, Saxena
asked them to first conduct a
cost-benefit Members of the AAP,
led by Atishi, protested outside
the Lt Governor’s residence last
week over the issue.The Raj Niwas, how-
ever, said at the time that the “LG has not
rejected the proposal for the training pro-
gramme for primary-in-charges in

Finland. Any statement on the contrary
is misleading and mischievously motivat-
ed”.Sisodia, who is also the Education
minister, said in a tweet in Hindi, “The

proposal to send Delhi government
teachers to Finland for training has been
sent again to the LG.”Quoting Sisodia’s
tweet, Kejriwal said, “I hope the Hon’ble

LG will permit Delhi government school
teachers to go abroad for training.”The
fresh proposal was sent amid rising ten-
sions between the Kejriwal government

and Saxena over several
issues.Kejriwal had earli-
er said Saxena twice
returned a file containing
the proposal, asking if a
cost-benefit analysis of
the programme had
been done.The Raj
Niwas, in a series of
tweets, then clarified
that the Lt Governor had
only advised the Delhi
government to evaluate
the proposal in totality
and assess the effective-
ness of such foreign
training programmes

undertaken in the past.Saxena advised
the government to identify similar train-
ing programmes in Indian institutions,
it had said.

Mahua Moitra slams Centre over inaction
against WFI chief Brij Bhushan Sharan Singh

Sanjay Kumar

Kolkata, January 20: TMC MP Mahua
Moitra on Friday came out in support of
wrestlers protesting at Jantar Mantar
demanding the ouster of Wrestling
Federation of India (WFI) chief
Brij Bhushan Sharan Singh and
said Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and Union Sports Minister
Anurag Thakur need to find a solu-
tion to the issue "as soon as possi-
ble". Singh is accused of sexual
harassment and intimidation and
top wrestlers of the country have
vowed to intensify their protest and
lodge multiple FIRs against Singh
if WFI is not disbanded immediate-
ly. They also claimed that there is
no "satisfactory response" from
the government to their demand
though it had assured them of satisfacto-
ry action". "What has happened is
extremely unfortunate. Indian wrestlers

are sitting on a dharna as allegations have
surfaced against the sitting president of
WFI, who is also a six-time BJP MP,"
Moitra told reporters at Palashipara in
Bengal's Nadia district on Friday.Prime
Minister Narendra Modi talks about

'Khelo India Khelo' but the BJP-led gov-
ernment at the Centre cannot take any
step against the high-handedness and
non-cooperation of the WFI chief, she

said."Despite all allegations, he (Singh)
chooses not to resign and the BJP gov-
ernment cannot make him do so either.
BJP is unable to make its MPs listen to its
commandments. Our hearts go out to the
wrestling fraternity. The sports minister

and the prime minister need to find
a solution as soon as possible," the
Lok Sabha MP added.Celebrated
Indian wrestlers, including Olympic
medallist Bajrang Punia and Sakshi
Malik, world championship medal-
list Vinesh Phogat and others are
staging a sit-in for the past two days
at Jantar Mantar in Delhi against
Singh.The TMC lawmaker had
tweeted in favour of the wrestlers
earlier this week and questioned the
"stoic silence" of BJP lawmakers,
especially women BJP MPs and

ministers, on the issue. Supporting the
wrestlers, Moitra said, "The wrestlers are
our pride, they work hard and win medals
for our country.

ICICI-Videocon loan fraud:
Bombay HC says CBI’s reason to

arrest Venugopal Dhoot ‘quite
casual’ and ‘sans substance’

Mumbai, January 20: The Bombay High Court on
Friday granted interim bail to Videocon Group
founder Venugopal Dhoot nearly a month after he was
arrested in the Videocon-ICICI Bank loan fraud case,
noting that the reason mentioned by the CBI for his
arrest was "quite casual and without any substance".
Stating that an investigating officer cannot arrest any
accused as per his "whims and fancies", the high

court also rapped the special court saying it did not
make any "serious efforts" to scrutinise the remand
application as well as the case diary. A division bench
of Justices Revati Mohite Dere and PK Chavan fur-
ther noted that there has been a calculated move by
the CBI to "concoct non-attendance and non-coopera-
tion" in the probe by Dhoot, but in face the material
placed before the court demonstrated Dhoot's dili-
gence and bona-fide.Dhoot was arrested on
December 26 last year in the case, in which former
ICICI Bank managing director and chief executive
officer Chanda Kochhar and her husband Deepak
Kochhar have also been named as accused.After get-
ting interim bail from the court, his lawyers submit-
ted the release order to the Arthur Road prison
authorities, following which Dhoot was released, an
official said.This is the second time the Central
Bureau of Investigation (CBI) has received flak from
the court in this case. The same bench had of January
9 while granting bail to the co-accused in the case -
Chanda Kochhar, former MD and CEO of ICICI bank
and her husband Deepak Kochhar - had come down
heavily on the CBI for making the arrest of the couple
in a casual and mechanical manner and without appli-
cation of mind.The bench on Friday granted interim
bail to Dhoot on a surety of Rs one lakh. The court
permitted him to furnish cash bail and deposit the
surety amount two weeks thereafter.

New Delhi, January 20:
Disagreeing with the findings of the
internal inquiry into the alleged inci-
dent on board an Air India flight
where he was accused of urinating
on an elderly woman, Shankar
Mishra said on Friday the four-
month flying ban on him is based on
an incorrect understanding of the lay-
out of the aircraft.In a statement
issued through his lawyers, Mishra
said he was in the process of appeal-
ing the decision in accordance with
the applicable rules.Mishra was
drunk when he allegedly urinated on
an elderly female co-passenger in the
business class of an Air India New
York-Delhi flight on November 26
last year. In a surprise twist, he later
claimed the woman had urinated on
herself.The airline on Thursday
banned Mishra from flying for a peri-
od of 4 months while saying an inde-
pendent three-member internal com-
mittee found him to be covered
under the definition of 'unruly pas-
senger'.“We would particularly like
to point that the Internal Inquiry
Committee's ruling hinges upon

their incorrect understanding of the
layout of the Aircraft. When the
Committee could not find an ade-
quate explanation as to how the
accused could have urinated on the
complainant sitting on seat 9A with-
out also affecting the passenger on
Seat 9C, it has erroneously gone on
to assume that there was a seat 9B in
the business class in the aircraft,” the
statement issued by lawyers Ishanee
Sharma and Akshat Bajpai
said.“Based on these unfounded and
clearly incorrect conjectures, the
Committee has essentially manufac-
tured a possibility that the accused
had committed the alleged act,” it
said.The statement added the conclu-
sion of the finding of the panel is par-
ticularly surprising considering that
there were two aviation experts on
the committee.“While we respect the
authority and mandate of the
Internal Inquiry Committee, we dis-
agree with their findings and are
already in the process of appealing
this decision in accordance with the
DGCA CAR for Unruly Passengers,”
the statement read.

Goddess Kali poster row: Supreme
Court protects filmmaker Leena

Manimekalai from coercive action
New Delhi, January 20: In a reprieve to filmmaker

Leena Manimekalai, the Supreme Court on Friday
protected her from coercive action in connection with
multiple FIRs registered against her in various states
over a controversial poster of her documentary film
‘Kali’. While giving her protection from coercive
action, a Bench led by Chief Justice of India DY
Chandrachud issued notices to the Centre and govern-
ments of Delhi, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh and
Uttarakhand on her petition.“No coercive action
should be taken against the petitioner in respect of the
FIRs lodged against her. At this stage, it may be noted
that lodging of FIRs in multiple cases may be of seri-
ous prejudice. We are inclined to issue notice so that
all FIRs can be consolidated in one place in accordance
with law,” the Bench said, noting that a look out circu-
lar has been issued against her.Her counsel Kamini
Jaiswal submitted that there was no intention to hurt
religious feelings of people.The filmmaker contended
she has faced death threats and open calls for behead-
ing, after she tweeted the poster of her film. She has
said the multiple FIRs against her amount to harass-
ment and an infringement of her right to freedom of
speech and expression.She has also sought clubbing
of the FIRs registered against her in Delhi, Uttar
Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Uttarakhand over the
poster. 

Recruitment process under
our govt more streamlined,

transparent: PM Modi
New Delhi, January 20: Prime Minister

Narendra Modi asserted on Friday that his
government had effected broad changes in the
recruitment process by making it more
streamlined and time-bound while boosting
transparency and speed.Distributing 71,426
appointment letters to recruits in different gov-
ernment departments, Modi said the ongoing
'Rozgar Mela' exercises had become an identi-
ty of his government.The prime minister had
last year announced the 'Rozgar Mela' drive to
give jobs to 10 lakh people and noted on Friday
that several states where the BJP and its allies
are in power had also been holding them.More
states would organise them soon, he
said.Addressing the recruits, he asked them to
resolve to serve people and said the mantra in
the administrative system should be that the
citizen is always right like it is noted in busi-
ness that the consumer is always right.That is
why employment in the government sector is
called "government service" and not jobs, he
said.The prime minister noted that a large
number of recruits are from families where no
one was in government service.

AI urination incident: Flying
ban based on incorrect

understanding of aircraft, claims Shankar Mishra

3 bravehearts from Punjab
among 56 children conferred

national bravery awards
New Delhi, January 20: Two youths who saved peo-

ple from drowning and a girl from Punjab who rescued
four children from a burning vehicle were among those
conferred the bravery awards on Friday by an organisa-
tion working for child rights. Fifty-six children from 17
different states were given the awards, held after three
years, by the Indian Council for Child Welfare (ICCW).
As many as 22 awardees from 2020 were felicitated on
Friday along with 16 awardees from 2021 and 18
awardees from 2022, the organisation said in a state-
ment.The ICCW's six other special awards include
ICCW Markandeya Award, ICCW Prahalada Award,
ICCW Eklavya Award, ICCW Abhimanyu Award, ICCW
Shravan Award, ICCW Dhruva Award.The Markandeya
Awards 2020 was conferred on 18-year-old Mohit
Chandra Upreti who fought with a leopard and saved the
life of his friend, it said.For 2021, the same awards was
given to 16-year-old Aman Jyoti Jahire from Chhattisgarh
who saved a person from drowning, it added.For 2022,
16-year-old Nitin Singh from Uttarakhand, who displayed
outstanding bravery in fighting a leopard, was awarded
the Markandeya award.Under the ICCW's Prahalad
awards, Uttam Tanti, who saved two lives from drowning
bagged the award for 2020, while Ayush Ganesh Tapkir
from Maharashtra also saved two lives from drowning,
was also awarded under the same category for 2021, the
statement said.
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NAME CHANGE
I, DROUPADI spouse of No-
820499-F  NC.T PHOOL
CHAND R/O H NO-23A,
RAILWAY COLONY, SARDAR
PATEL MARG, CHANAKYA
PURI, NEW DELHI-110021,
have changed my name from
DROUPADI to DROPATI for
all future purposes vide affi-
davit dated 20/01/2023 before
Notary Public, Delhi.

PUBLIC NOTICE
It is for general information that I,
Kailash Chander Duggal S/o
Braham Dutt Duggal R/o 1919,
Outram Line, Kingsway Camp,
Delhi- 110009 declare that
name of mine and my father has
been wrongly written as Kailash
Chander and Brahm Datt in my
Passport No. MO069147 and
name of my father has been
wrongly written as Bram Dutt
Duggal in my PAN Card No.
AELPD7373Q and my date of
birth is wrongly mentioned as
12.12.1956 instead of
21.12.1957. The actual name of
mine and my father are Kailash
Chander Duggal and Braham
Dutt Duggal and my correct date
of birth is 21.12.1957, which ma
be amended accordingly.

PUBLIC NOTICE
It is for general information that I,
Kailash Chander Duggal S/o
Braham Dutt Duggal R/o 1919,
Outram Line, Kingsway Camp,
Delhi- 110009 declare that
name of mine and my father has
been wrongly written as Kailash
Chander and Brahm Datt in my
Passport No. MO069147 and
name of my father has been
wrongly written as Bram Dutt
Duggal in my PAN Card No.
AELPD7373Q. The actual
name of mine and my father are
Kailash Chander Duggal and
Braham Dutt Duggal, which
may be amended accordingly

PUBLIC NOTICE
I, hitherto known as Jyotsna
Singh D/o Sh. Mathura Singh
W/o Usman Iqtadar Siddiqui R/o
Flat No. C-319, 12th Avenue,
Gaur City-2, Greater Noida
West, Chipyana Khurd Urf Tigri,
Gautam Buddha Nagar, Uttar
Pradesh-201009 have changed
my name and shall hereafter be
known as Ayesha Usman. I
have changed only my name
not my religion.

PUBLIC NOTICE
I, SURGYAN DEVI spouse of No-
3197648P HAV RAJENDER
KUMAR R/O VPO-
MAKHOSHRANI, TEH+DIST-
SIRSA, HARYANA-125055, have
changed my name from SURGYAN
DEVI to SURGYAN for all future pur-
poses vide affidavit dated 20/01/2023
before Notary Public, Delhi.

PUBLIC NOTICE
I, PARVATI spouse of No-
3205489A L/HAV MANENDRA
SINGH R/O VILL-HANSAGARHI,
PO-SALPUR, TEH-KHAIR, DIST-
ALIGARH, UTTAR PRADESH-
202141, have changed my name
from PARVATI to KUMARI PAR-
VATI for all future purposes vide
affidavit dated 20/01/2023 before
Notary Public, Delhi.

NAME CHANGE
I, PATIL KOKATE PRIYANKA
SANDIP spouse of No-
15332718H HAV SANDEEP
SARJERAO PATIL R/O
KOKATE MALA, VILL-BISUR,
DIST-SANGLI, MAHARASH-
TRA-416304, have changed
my name from PATIL KOKATE
PRIYANKA SANDIP to
PRIYANKA SANDEEP PATIL
for all future purposes vide
affidavit dated 20/01/2023
before Notary Public, Delhi.

NAME CHANGE
I, SHARANJIT KAUR spouse of
No JC-501652N SUB
GURCHARAN SINGH R/O
VPO-SAIDOKE, TEH-BABA
BAKALA, DIST-AMRITSAR,
PUNJAB-143114 have changed
my name from SHARANJIT
KAUR to SHARANJEET KAUR
for all future purposes vide affi-
davit dated 20/01/2023 before
Notary Public, Delhi.

NAME CHANGE
I, Wahidul s/o Abdul Ajij R/o S-
46/394, Indra Gandhi Camp-II,
Taimoor Nagar, Delhi-110025,
have changed my name to
Bahidulls for all future purposes. 

NAME CHANGE
I Abhishek Kumar Srivastava S/o
Ashok Kumar Srivastava R/o
Flat No-S1-102, Lifestyle
Homes, Sector -83, Gurgaon -
122004 Haryana, Have
Changed My Name to Abhishek
Srivastava For all purpose

PUBLIC NOTICE
I, PARVEEN KUMAR SON
SHRI DAYA SINGH R/O H. NO.
307, JEEVAN PARK SIRAS
PUR DELHI-110042 declare
That I have disowned/debarred
my SON namely DHAR-
MENDER DAHIYA SON SHRI
PARVEEN KUMAR RESIDENT
OF H. NO. 307, JEEVAN PARK
SIRAS PUR DELHI-
110042,from all my movable
and immovable properties and
also severed all my reletions
with them.in future. If any body
deals with them, I shall not be
responsible for the same, will do
at his own cost and risk.

The Sikh Times
(National Daily English Newspaper)
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Lima. Thousands of protesters in Peru, in over two decades as many in poorer, foot, thousands journeyed to Lima on 
many from the country's heavily rural regions vent anger at the Lima Thursday, carrying flags and banners 
indigenous south, descended on Lima, establishment over inequality and blasting the government and police for 
the capital, on Thursday, angered by a rising prices, testing the copper-rich deadly clashes in the southern cities of 
mounting death toll since unrest A n d e a n  n a t i o n ' s  d e m o c r a t i c  Ayacucho and Juliaca.The unrest 
erupted last month and calling for institutions.Protesters are demanding spread far beyond the capital.In 
sweeping change.Police estimated the the resignation of President Dina southern Arequipa, police fired tear 
march at around 3,500, but others Boluarte, snap elections and a new gas at hundreds of protesters who tried 
speculated it attracted more than constitution to replace the market- to take over the airport, 
double that.Rows of police in riot gear friendly one dating back to right-wing local television showed, leading officials 
faced off against rock-hurling strongman Alberto Fujimori in the to announce the suspension of 
protesters on some streets, and one 1990s."We want the usurper Dina operations at the Arequipa and Cusco 
historic building in the city's historic Boluarte to step down and call for new airports.The mounting death toll 
center caught on fire late on elections," said protester Jose De la stands at 45, according to the 
Thursday.The building, on San Martin Rosa, predicting the street protests will government ombudsman, with the 
Plaza, was empty when the massive only continue. latest victim on Thursday coming from 
blaze ignited from unknown causes, a The protests have been sparked by the southern Puno region, a woman who 
firefighter commander told local dramatic Dec. 7 ouster of leftist former succumbed to injuries from a day 
radio.Over the past month, raucous President Pedro Castillo after he tried earlier. Another nine deaths are 
and sometimes deadly protests have to illegally shutter Congress and attributed to accidents related to 
led to the worst violence Peru has seen consolidate power.In buses and on protest blockades.

NEWS BOX

China says Covid outbreak easing on eve of travel rush

Thousands march on Peru's capital as 
unrest spreads, building set ablaze

casualties, his spokesperson Kim Eun-
hye said.

The country is still reeling from its worst 
disaster in almost a decade, after nearly 
160 people died in a crowd surge at a 
Seoul nightlife district in October. 
Experts blame that deadly crush on poor 
planning by police and administrative 
officials, who failed to employ basic 
crowd control measures despite 
anticipating huge gatherings of 
Halloween revelers.Guryong village, Seoul .  A f i re  spread  through a  
located near some of Seoul’s most neighborhood of densely packed, 
expensive real estate, has often been makeshift homes in South Korea’s capital 
damaged by fire over the years, a Friday morning, destroying at least 60 
vulnerability that has been linked to its and forcing about 500 residents to flee.
tightly packed homes built with materials 

Officials said firefighters wre bringing the that easily burn.The village was formed in 
fire under control at Seoul’s Guryong the 1980s as a settlement for people who 
village and there were no immediate were evicted from their original evacuations after the fire broke out the Gangnam district office, said around 
reports of injuries or deaths.Shin Yong- neighborhoods under the city’s massive around 6:30 a.m.Photos from the scene 500 residents have evacuated to nearby 
ho, an official at the fire department of house clearings and redevelopment showed firefighters fighting the flame facilities including a school gym. 
Seoul’s Gangnam district, said rescue projects. Hundreds of thousands of under thick white smoke covering the Officials were planning to later move the 
workers were continuing to search areas people were removed from their homes in village as helicopters sprayed water from residents to hotels.The news of the fire 
affected by the fire but that it was believed slums and low-income settlements during above.Shin said it was presumed that the alarmed South Korean President Yoon 
tha t  a l l  r e s iden t s  have  sa fe ly  those years, a process the country’s then-fire began at one of the village’s homes Suk Yeol, who while visiting Switzerland 
evacuated.More than 800 firefighters, military leaders saw as crucial in made with plastic sheets and plywood. He for the Davos meetings instructed 
police officers and public workers were beautifying the city for foreign visitors said the cause of the fire was being officials to mobilize all available 
deployed to fight the flame and handle ahead of the 1988 Seoul Olympic Games.investigated.Kim Ah-reum, an official at resources to minimize damage and 

Hundreds flee after fire spreads through Seoul 
neighbourhood, destroys over 60 makeshift houses

according to the WHO, citing data Beijing China said the worst was over in 
submitted by Beijing.But in a news its battle against COVID-19 ahead of 
conference on Thursday, health what is expected to be the busiest day 
officials said the number of COVID of travel in years on Friday, a mass 
patients reporting to hospital had movement of people that has fed fears 
peaked with more than 40% fewer of a further surge in infections.
people being treated with critical Vice Premier Sun Chunlan, who 
conditions on Jan. 17 compared oversees China's virus response, said 
with a peak on Jan. 5.China said last that the outbreak was at a "relatively 
Saturday that nearly 60,000 people low" level, state media reported late on 
with COVID had died in hospital Thursday, after health officials said the 

decreasing steadily, though the rescue between Dec. 8 and Jan. 12 - a number of COVID patients in clinics, 
mission is still heavy."Her comments roughly 10-fold increase from emergency rooms and with critical 
came on the eve of what is expected to previous disclosures.However, that conditions had peaked.But there are 
be the busiest day of travel across number excludes those who died at widespread doubts about China's 
China since the pandemic erupted in home, and some doctors in China have account of an outbreak that has 
late 2019, as millions of city-dwellers said they are discouraged from putting o v e r w h e l m e d  h o s p i t a l s  a n d  
travel to home towns for the Lunar COVID on death certificates.crematoriums since Beijing abandoned 
New Year holiday that officially begins While China's reopening is proving strict COVID controls and mass testing 
on Saturday.President Xi Jinping said deadly, investors are hopeful that it will last month and unleashed the virus on 
this week that he was concerned about eventually help revive its $17 trillion its 1.4 billion population after protests 
an influx of travellers to rural areas economy, placing bets that have lifted against the anti-COVID policy.
with weak medical systems, and that Chinese stocks and its yuan currency to Some health experts expect more than 
protecting the elderly - many of whom multi-month highs in recent sessions.one million people will die from the 
are not fully vaccinated - was a top "Markets widely anticipate a surge of disease in China this year, with British-
priority.China reported a large jump in pent-up demand will be unleashed based health data firm Airfinity 
COVID-19 hospitalisations in the from the reopening of China's forecasting COVID fatalities could hit 
week through to Jan. 15, to the highest economy," Nomura analysts said in a 36,000 a day next week."Recently, the 
since the pandemic began, according to note.The analysts cautioned though overall pandemic in the country is at a 
a report published by the World Health that a fall in household wealth and a relatively low level," Sun said in 
O r g a n i z a t i o n  o n  surge in youth unemployment, a comments reported by the state-run 
Thursday.Hospitalisations rose by hangover from years of lockdowns, Xinhua news agency."The number of 
70% on the previous week to 63,307, may temper the rebound.critical patients at hospitals is 

Polar bear emerged unseen from snowstorm to kill mom, son
so the children couldn’t see what was p.m. Tuesday. She said the students 
happening outside the entrance. Several were locked down and safe.The 
employees and community members left snowstorm that camouflaged the bear, 
the safety of the building and tried to along with a lack of runway lights at 
scare away the bear with shovels. Wales’ gravel air strip, prevented 

Alaska State Troopers from flying in The mauling stopped temporarily, but only 
an officer and a state wildlife official when the animal turned on them, and they 
from Nome to investigate until rushed back inside. Principal Dawn 
Wednesday.It’s not known what Hendrickson slammed the door in the 
prompted the attack. However, polar face of the charging bear, possibly saving 
bears see humans as prey, said Geoff lives, according to Susan Nedza, chief 
York,  the senior  director  of  administrator of the Bering Strait School to help the family “in the face of 

c o n s e r v a t i o n  a t  P o l a r  B e a r  District.“The polar bear was chasing unfathomable tragedy and heartbreak.”
A n c h o r a g e , U P D AT E D .  S u m m e r  International.Samples from the bear were them and tried to get in as well,” said “We ask that you respect their privacy in 

Myomick bundled her baby against the taken to the state veterinarian, and the Nedza, who received frantic calls about this period of immense grief,” the post 
freezing winds whipping off the Bering bodies of Myomick and her son were the attack in Unalakleet, about 250 miles read.Wales, a whaling community, is the 
Sea and stepped outside into a blur of flown to Nome for eventual transport to (400 kilometers) away. “Just horrific. ... westernmost point on the North American 
blowing snow. It was a short walk from the State Medical Examiner’s Office in Something you never think you would mainland — just 50 miles (80 kilometers) 
the school where she had visited relatives Anchorage.School was cancelled on ever experience.”There is no law from Russia across the Bering Strait — 
to the health clinic about 150 yards (137 Wednesday so students could be with enforcement in Wales, so with the bear and is home to about 150 people, almost 
meters) away, but the young mother could their families, and the school district flew still outside, a call went out to community all of them Inupiat. It’s accessible by 
hardly have seen where she was going — counselors to Wales. The school planned members for help. A person who has not plane and boat, including barges that 
o r  t h e  t e r r o r  t h a t  w a s  soft openings Thursday and Friday with been identified showed up with a gun and deliver household goods. Winter trails 
approaching.Myomick, 24, and her son, no classes but opportunities for students killed the bear as it continued to maul provide snowmobile access to other 
1-year-old Clyde Ongtowasruk, made it to meet with counselors, get a meal or Myomick and her son.It appears the communities and subsistence hunting 
just beyond the front of the Kingikmiut play a game, Nedza said.Alaska scientists mother and toddler had no idea what was grounds.Kingikmiut School, like other 
School in Wales, Alaska, just below the at the US Geological Survey in 2019 coming because of low visibility, Alaska schools in many rural Alaska Native 
Arctic Circle, when a polar bear emerged found changes in sea ice habitat had State Troopers spokesperson Austin communities, doubles as a community 
from the impenetrable snow squall and coincided with evidence that polar bears’ McDaniel told The Associated Press on center. The view from its front, where the 
mauled them Tuesday. It was the first fatal use of land was increasing and that the Thursday.The immediate family was attack occurred, is an endless expanse of 
polar bear attack in 30 years in Alaska, the chances of a polar bear encounter had living at the school temporarily while frozen snow and ice to the horizon.
only US state that is home to the animals. risen.Polar bears are the largest bear they were fixing electrical issues in their Nedza,  the school  dis t r ic t  chief  

As the attack unfolded, the principal species, according to the US Fish and home, according to a post on a administrator, said she received a call 
ordered a lockdown and closed the blinds Wildlife Service. GoFundMe fundraising site established from a distraught Hendrickson just after 2 

Paris. At least 1.1 million people protested on the streets 
of Paris and other French cities Thursday amid 
nationwide strikes against plans to raise the retirement 
age — but President Emmanuel Macron insisted he 
would press ahead with the proposed pension 
reforms.Emboldened by the mass show of resistance, 
French unions announced new strikes and protests Jan. 
31, vowing to try to get the government to back down on 
plans to push up the standard retirement age from 62 to 
64. Macron says the measure - a central pillar of his 
second term — is needed to keep the pension system 
financially viable, but unions say it threatens hard-
fought worker rights.Out of the country for a French-
Spanish summit in Barcelona, Macron acknowledged 
the public discontent but said that “we must do that 
reform” to “save” French pensions.“We will do it with 
respect, in a spirit of dialogue but also determination 
and responsibility,” he added.As Macron spoke, riot 
police pushed back against some protesters throwing 
projectiles on the sidelines of the largely peaceful Paris 
march. Some other minor incidents briefly flared up, 
leading officers to use tear gas.Paris police said that 38 
people were detained as a mass of people thronged the 
streets of the capital despite freezing rain, the crowd so 
big that it took hours to reach their destination. Retirees 
and college students joined the diverse crowd, united in 
their fear and anger over the reform.In a country with an 
aging population and growing life expectancy where 
everyone receives a state pension, Macron’s 
government says the reform is the only way to keep the 
system solvent.

Unions propose a tax on the wealthy or more payroll 
contributions from employers to finance the pension 
system instead.Polls suggest most French people opose 
the reform, and Thursday was the first public reaction to 
Macron’s plan. Strikes severely disrupted transport, 
schools and other public services, and more than 200 
rallies were staged around France.The Interior Ministry 
said more than 1.1 million people protested, including 
80,000 in Paris. Unions said more than 2 million people 
took part nationwide, and 400,000 in Paris.

Big crowds also turned out for protests against previous 
efforts at retirement reform, notably during Macron’s 
first term and under former President Nicolas Sarkozy 
in 2010. But none of those drew more than 1 million 
people according to government estimates.Jean Paul 
Cachina, 56, a worker in human resources, joined the 
march in the French capital — a first ever for him.

“I am not here for myself,” he said. “I am here to defend 
the youth and workers doing demanding jobs. I work in 
the construction industry sector and I’m a first-hand 
witness of the suffering of employees.”

France: Over 1 million march 
against raising retirement age

US announces additional 
$2.5 billion military aid 

package for Ukraine
Washington. The United States has announced 

another military assistance package of $2.5 
billion for Ukraine to fight against Russian 
aggression, taking the total US military 
assistance to $27.5 billion."This assistance 
package will provide Ukraine with hundreds of 
additional armoured vehicles, including 
Stryker armoured personnel carriers, Bradley 
infantry fighting vehicles, Mine-Resistant 
Ambush Protected vehicles, and High Mobility 
Multipurpose Wheeled vehicles," Secretary of 
State Antony Blinken announced Thursday.The 
package also includes critical additional air 
defence support for Ukraine, including more 
Avenger air defence systems, and surface-to-air 
missiles, as well as additional munitions for 

NASAMS that the United States has previously 
provided, he said.It also contains night vision 
devices, small arms and ammunition, and other 
items to support Ukraine as it bravely defends 
its people, sovereignty and territorial integrity, 
Blinken said in a statement."This package, 
which totals USD 2.5 billion, will bring the total 
US military assistance for Ukraine to an 
unprecedented approximately USD 27.5 billion 
since the beginning of the administration," he 
said."The United States also continues to rally 
the world to support Ukraine. We have seen 
incredible solidarity from our allies and 
partners, including at today's Ukraine Defence 
Contact Group, and we applaud the more than 
50 countries who have come together to make 
significant contributions to support Ukraine," 
he added.In a separate statement, the Pentagon 
said the Kremlin's most recent air attacks 
against Ukraine's critical infrastructure again 
demonstrate the devastating impact of Russia's 
brutal war in Ukraine.This package provides 
additional NASAMS munitions and Avenger 
air defence systems to help Ukraine counter a 
range of short and medium-range threats and 
bolster its layered air defence, it said.

"The 59 Bradley IFVs included in this package, 
together with the 50 Bradleys previously 
committed on January 6, and the 90 Stryker 
APCs will provide Ukraine with two brigades 
of armoured capability," the Pentagon said.

A polar bear mauled a 
woman and her 1-year-old 
son to death in Alaska, US. 
This was the first fatal 
polar bear attack in the 
last 30 years.

More than 500 residents 
had to flee after a fire 
engulfed a Seoul 
neighbourhood, destroying 
at least 60 makeshift 
houses.

Foreign minister S Jaishankar holds 
talks with Sri Lankan counterpart, 
meets President Wickremesinghe

US air traffic halt caused by 
‘unintentionally’ deleted files

Colombo.  External Affairs Minister S Jaishankar on 
Thursday held talks with his Sri Lankan counterpart 
Ali Sabry soon after his arrival here, as India informed 
the IMF its assurance which the global lender wants 
from creditors for providing a much-needed bailout to 
the cash-strapped island nation.A good meeting with 
Foreign Minister Ali Sabry and other ministerial 
colleagues this evening in Colombo.

Discussed India-Sri  Lanka cooperation in 
infrastructure, connectivity, energy, industry and 
health. pic.twitter.com/6xXRbUHhWF — Dr. S. 
Jaishankar (@DrSJaishankar) January 19, 2023Sri 
Lanka, which is trying to secure a USD 2.9 billion 
bridge loan from the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF), was negotiating to get financial assurances 
from its major creditors - China, Japan and India - 
which is the requisite for Colombo to get the bailout 
package.The IMF bailout has been put on a halt as Sri 
Lanka pursues talks with creditors to meet the global 
lender’s condition for the facility.

Jaishankar, who arrived here from the Maldives on the 
second leg of his two-nation tour, met Sabry and 
discussed issues of mutual and regional interests, 
sources said.He also called on President Ranil 
Wickremesinghe, who hosted a working dinner for 
the minister.Sri Lanka's unprecedented economic 
crisis had paradoxically brought the best out of India's 
concerns for its southern neighbour given the island 
nations' proximity in economic cooperation with 
China until then.When the crisis started to bite a year 
ago, India came forward with assistance worth USD 4 
billion.On Tuesday, President Wickremesinghe told 
Parliament that his government has "successfully" 
completed its debt restructuring talks with India.

India's Additional Secretary of the Finance Ministry 
Rajat Kumar Mishra on Tuesday informed IMF chief 
Kristalina Georgiva that New Delhi has confirmed its 
support to Sri Lanka on the issue of debt 
restructuring.Last week, Sri Lanka completed its debt 
restructuring talks with Japan.Sri Lanka began debt 
restructuring talks with its creditors in September last 
year as warranted by its agreement with the IMF for 
the USD 2.9 billion facility over four years.

Washington. The Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA) said on Thursday a preliminary review found that 
contract personnel "unintentionally deleted files", 
disrupting a key computer system and prompting a 
nationwide groundstop on January 11 that disrupted 
more than 11,000 flights.The FAA said the issue 
occurred while personnel were working "to correct 
synchronization between the live primary database and 
a backup database." The FAA said it "has so far found no 
evidence of a cyber-attack or malicious intent."FAA 
acting Administrator Billy Nolen plans to hold a virtual 
briefing Friday for lawmakers and staff, who have 
sought details of what went wrong with a pilot 
messaging database that led to the first nationwide 
grounding of departing flights since the Sept. 11, 2001, 
attacks.Last week, the agency said the computer outage 
of the Notice to Air Missions (NOTAM) messaging 
system was caused by a procedural error related to a 
corrupted data file. The NOTAM system provides 
pilots, flight crews and other users of U.S. airspace with 
critical safety notices.The FAA said it has made 
necessary repairs to the system "and has taken steps to 
make the pilot message system "more resilient."The 
system outage occurred on January 10, but the FAA 
groundstop was not issued until the following 
morning.Last week, a group of more than 120 US 
lawmakers told the FAA that the computer outage was 
"completely unacceptable" and demanded the agency 
explain how it will avoid future incidents.

Senate Commerce Committee staff have also asked the 
FAA to answer questions on the outage, including, 
"Why were airlines put in a position where they could 
have the option of choosing to operate when the 
NOTAM system was down?"

New Delhi, Saturday, 21 January, 2023 THE SIKH TIMES
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Apollo simulation centre signs MoU with TNNMC

Cantonment residents laud 
MoD move to map civilian 

areas in Hyderabad

HYDERABAD. The Ministry of 
Defence (MoD)  has directed the 
Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) 
of the Cantonments to provide 
information on various categories 
of cantonment areas to the 
Principal Directorate of Defence 
Estates by January 20 in the form of 
colours on maps.The circular states 
that civilian areas and those outside 
should be marked in yellow colour, 
commercial and mixed areas used 
by all civilians in red, military 
purpose areas in green, other 
government departments in blue 
and civic amenities provided by the 
Cantonment Board in black. 
Speaking to TNIE, SCCiWA 
general secretary Jeetender Surana 
said, “This letter indicates that 
wherever civilians are residing has 
to be marked in yellow. Apparently, 
the Government of India wants A1 
lands with Army and rest to merge 
with Greater Hyderabad Municipal 
Corporation.”In this regard, the 
Secunde rabad  Can tonmen t  
Citizens Welfare Association 
expressed their appreciation for the 
“bold initiative” of the Ministry of 
Defence in accepting the long 
pending request of civilians of 
cantonments to ensure they too 
e n j o y  t h e  f r u i t s  o f  t r u e  
Independence.The press release 
stated that the association has made 
a 1250-page dossier highlighting 
how Secunderabad Cantonment 
stands on a different footing from 
other cantonments in India. The 
MoD’s circular now makes it clear 
that all areas where civilians live 
are to be treated as civilian. On 
Thursday, the Ministry of Defence 
has also issued a notice approving 
the proposal regarding the excision 
of civil areas from the limits of 
Khas Yol Cantonment Board in 
Kangra district of Himachal 
Pradesh. This was the first of the 62 
cantonments to be merged with the 
municipality.

Headquarters for allegedly maintaining an THIRUVANANTHAPURAM. Amid reports 
unholy nexus with criminal elements. The of deliberate police lapses and failure of the 
commissioner added that the department felt local police in arresting the key accused Om 
the cases required an extensive probe and Prakash in the Pattoor goonda attack case, the 
hence the specialised wing was handed over police department has entrusted the 
the case. Meanwhile, the police officers investigation to the district crime branch after 
deployed to track down Om Prakash assessing that the case requires an extensive 
continued to fail in the mission. A police probe.The local police have so far been unable 
source said the technical intelligence to track down Om Prakash, the notorious 
suggested that the suspect is hiding outside gangster, who had planned the attack on four 
the state. However, there is also a view that men at Pattoor on January 8. The cases will 
the digital signatures were deliberately being now be probed by a team led by an officer of the on the house was carried out by Nithin with the 

left behind to mislead the cops and the suspect rank of assistant commissioner. assistance of his friends. It was in retaliation 
Apart from Pattoor case, the district crime branch could be hiding in Kerala itself. Nithin, who that Nithin and his accomplices were hacked 

will also probe the case pertaining to the attack headed a criminal gang, was at loggerheads near Pattoor by Om Prakash’s gang.City police 
on the house of two accomplices of Om with Om Prakash over business-related commissioner C H Nagaraju said the probe was 
Prakash. The house of Asif and Arif at disputes. The Pattoor case was initially probed handed over to the district crime branch as the 
Mettukada was allegedly attacked by a rival by the Pettah police while the Mettukada attack investigating officer of the case, the Pettah 
gang of Om Prakash on January 7. The attack case was probed by the Museum police.Inspector, was suspended by the Police 

CHENNAI. The simulation centre of 
Apollo Speciality Hospitals in Vanagaram 
signed a memorandum of understanding 
with the Tamil Nadu Nurses and 
Midwives Council on Thursday to 
implement a competency-based training 
for student nurses.

According to a press release, the 
memorandum was signed by Dr Ani Grace 
Kalaimathi, registrar of Tamil Nadu Nurse 
and Midwives Council and Dr M 
Muralidharan, director of Apollo 
simulation centre in the presence of 
Prathap C Reddy, the founder and 
chairman of Apollo Hospitals. By entering 
into this MoU, this centre will become the 
state simulation referral centre for training 
nursing leaders in simulation.

will be lifted. “An 85-km pipeline will be laid BENGALURU. The minor irrigation 
and 15 MLD water supplied to Karnataka department (MID) has drawn up a plan to lift 
Industrial Areas Development Board treated waste water flowing through 
(KIADB) in Dobbaspete. The idea is to Vrishabhavathi, and fill 83 lakes in Bengaluru 
improve groundwater level in Bengaluru Urban, Bengaluru Rural and Tumakuru 
North, Bengaluru Rural and Tumakuru districts. The project is on the lines of the 
through this project,” he said. Reddy stated Koramangala-Challaghatta Valley which is 
that after the tender process, due to a request filling up over 100 tanks in Kolar district.  

MID has floated tenders for the project, worth from MLAs to Law Minister J Madhuswamy, 
water will be supplied to 14 more 
tanks, taking the tally to 97 tanks in 
Phase 1.Reddy added that six 3,405 
HP capacity pumps will be 
installed. Four pumps will be 
operational and two will be on 
standby, and will operate for 16 
hours a day. “As per tender 
conditions, the project will have to 
be completed in 36 months, with a 
five-year maintenance period,” 
said Reddy. BWSSB chief engineer 
Devaraju M stated the board has a Rs 865 crore, which will start in two-and-half 

150MLD capacity STP unit at Nayandahalli, months and be completed within three years. 
and 120 MLD of waste water is being treated MID secretary C Mruthyunjaya Swamy said 
and released to Vrishabhavathi Valley that under the lift irrigation project of 
through storm water drain channels. At Vrishabhavathi valley, treated water from 
Mylsandara, the STP is treating 75MLD of Nayandahalli Sewage Treatment Plant (STP) 
waste water and diverting it to Vrishabh- will be pumped to Veeranjanipura tank 
avathi Valley.Another BWSSB official said (Nelamangala) and 82 other lakes -- 10 in 
the Board will also commence work on a 750 Bengaluru Urban, 49 in Bengaluru Rural and 
MLD STP unit in its jurisdiction, and some 23 in and around Tumakuru.
wa te r  cou ld  a l so  be  d ive r t ed  to  Srinivas Reddy, executive engineer, MID, said 
Vrishabhavathi Valley lift irrigation for the once the project becomes operational, 243 
243 MLD water pumping project.million litres per day (MLD) of treated water 

Vrishabhavathi water to 
be lifted to fill 83 tanks

District crime branch takes over probe into 
goonda attack cases in Thiruvananthapuram

NEP to be implemented in state 
anganwadis in February: BC Nagesh

Santhikavadam contract 
is new bone of  
contention in 
Thiruvananthapuram 
corporation

Ex-mayors, corporators suggest stopping 
Mayor grant in BBMP budget

THIRUVANANTHAPURAM. Even as the 
ripples of the letter row involving Mayor 
Araya Rajendran are yet to subside, the city 
corporation is witnessing another fight. The 
recent meeting of the city council witnessed 
heated debate over a maintenance contract on 
Santhi Kavadam electric crematorium.

It was one of the various agendas put forth for 
d i s c u s s i o n  b y  t h e  F i n a n c e  
StandingCommittee. The council decision 
entrusting Travancore Electrical and Civil 
Labour Contract Society with maintenance 
of Santhi Kavadam electric crematorium in 
Thycaud, has emerged as a bone of 
contention.Karamana Ajith,  a BJP 
councillor, claimed that the Corporation has 
committed a heinous crime by awarding the 
contract to the Society. He said the latter was 
exploiting the people. Anil Kumar K of 
Thirumala seconded the claim. In response, 
the Mayor clarified that given how the 
Society was unable to make the payments, 
the contract would be up for bidding 
again.“The contractor is required to pay over 
Rs 7 lakhs, excluding GST. Therefore, we 
have decided to go for re-bidding. While it is 
learnt that the contractor has expressed their 
interest to continue, it can only be after 
clearing the dues,” the mayor said.The city 
corporation held a full-fledged meeting after 
a gap of two-and-a-half months on 
Monday.Meetings at the Council were 
waylaid due to agitations by the Congress 
and the BJP over the letter row.

BENGALURU.  Karnataka School they said. “We are awaiting approval from 
Education and Literacy Minister BC the Central government, following which 
Nagesh said that the National Education we will have a launch event in February,” 
Policy 2020 (NEP) will be implemented sources added.Earlier, Nagesh had 
in the school education system as early as promised that the implementation of NEP 
February in around 400 to 500 selected would take place within this academic 
schools across the state.Speaking to The year in a phased manner. While he had 
New Indian Express, sources in the mentioned that as many as 20,000 
department said that the implementation Anganwadis would be switching over to 
will be limited to Early Childhood Care the NEP curriculum, he has now said that 
and Education (ECCE). the NEP implementation would be 

“Implementation will not be in a big way at limited only to selected schools. He also 
this stage. It will be limited only to said that the process of training teachers 
Anganwadis and nurseries, where and caretakers at Anganwadis is under 
teachers will be switching to more way.The minister also said that the 
activity-based learning and play learning recruitment process of teachers was 
as mentioned in the NEP. The department getting delayed as the issue was in court. 
is currently finalising necessary changes Speaking to reporters, he said that the next 
to be made in the syllabus. Since it is court hearing would take place in the next 
ECCE, the changes are limited to syllabus week and if a final order is issued, 
and teaching method of teachers as there recruitment will be completed within 15 
are no textbooks for younger students,” days.

Girl dies as cows 
fighting on road upend 
auto
CHENNAI. A 13-year-old girl who was 

travelling in an autorickshaw with her 
parents, from Tiruvallur to Chennai, was 
killed after the vehicle overturned after it 
was hit by two cows fighting on the road. 
Her parents also suffered injuries, but are out 
of danger.The girl was identified as C Ruth 
Sophia, a Class 9 student, from Rajammal 
Street in Chetpet. Her father Charles (48) is 
an autorickshaw driver and her mother Mary 
Shyla (40) works as a domestic help.

On Tuesday, the family visited Mary Shyla’s 
family in Thiruvalangadu village in the 
Tiruvallur district. On the return journey, 
around 9 pm, when their auto driven by 
Charles was crossing Thozhur village along 
the Chennai-Tiruvallur High Road, two 
cows were fighting on the road. The bike 
riders managed to evade them. Charles, who 
waited a while for the fight to end, also tried 
to cross from a corner, however, the fighting 
cows hit the auto with such brute force that 
Charles lost control and the vehicle 
overturned to the left. Ruth Sophia who was 
seated on the left suffered grievous injuries, 
said the police. Passersby managed to chase 
away the cows and rushed the family to a 
nearby hospital. Sophia was later shifted to 
Tiruvallur Government Hospital, where she 
succumbed to injuries. Avadi traffic 
investigation police registered a case and 
began an investigation.Tiruvallur district 
witnessed 17 accidents due to stray cattle in 
2021 and at least 10 accidents in 2022. To 
prevent such accidents, the police and the 
district administration instructed cattle 
owners not to let the bovines wander on the 
road, failing which they would be 
imprisoned for up to three years and slapped 
with a fine of `5,000 as per the Tamil Nadu 
Animals and Birds in Urban Areas (Control 
and Regulation) Act, 1997.

BENGALURU. It has been over two years be utilised by the person holding the chair to 
since the BBMP held a council, chaired by take up services and help people. Since the 
the Mayor. However, the term ‘mayor grant’ government has not held elections, the posts 
continues to find a place in the budget, and have not been filled. But the funds in our 
former councillors want this stopped. names continue to be allocated. There is also 
According to BBMP officials, an allocation no account of how the money is being spent 
of Rs 50 crore is made under the mayor’s and where. There is also no audit of funds,” 
discretionary grant and Rs 5 crore under the said a former mayor, not wanting to be 
mayor’s medical grant. In the absence of a named.BBMP officials said there was no 
mayor, the money is to be utilised by the order or direction from the government to 
administrator. The BBMP officials admitted change the name or stop the fund allocation.
to TNIE that since the requirement for the J a y a r a m  R a i p u r a ,  B B M P S p e c i a l  
mayor grant -- for housing and people’s Commissioner (Revenue), said the amount 
needs -- is not arising presently, the money which was allocated to the corporator fund 
was being utilised for road and other has now been diverted in the form of Rs 1 

civil works. crore per ward. The amount of Rs 50 crore is 
being utilised for road and building works. Meanwhile, former mayors and corporators 
There is no proposal to increase the fund have demanded that the allocation made in 
allocation too.Another senior BBMP official the name of corporator and mayor funds be 
said the former corporators and mayors can stopped since no one is occupying the posts. 
approach the government for any changes or “When there is no mayor, there is no need for 
reports on fund utilisation.a mayor fund. The funds of the mayor was to 

IIT-Madras could 
become hub for 
mobility platforms
CHENNAI. Indian Institute of Technology 

(IIT) Madras Research Park could become 
the hub in developing future mobility 
platforms like hyperloop with Tata Steel 
setting up Centre for Innovation in Mobility 
(CIM) in the campus. Tata Steel and TuTr 
Hyperloop recently signed a Memorandum 
of Agreement to jointly work on 
development and deployment of hyperloop 
technology in IIT campus. Hyperloop is a 
proposed high-speed transportation system 
for both public and goods transport. 
Hyperloop systems have three essential 
elements: tubes, pods, and terminals. The 
hyperloop concept has been promoted by 
Musk and SpaceX, and other companies. 
“The Centre for Innovation in Mobility is 
the first of Tata Steel’s multiple planned 
satel l i te  research and technology 
development centres in focussed, future-
relevant areas. These satellite centres will be 
co-located with academia and/or customers. 
The CIM at the Research Park of IIT Madras 
will focus on developing multi-material 
design and manufacturing solutions for 
mobility including emerging technologies 
such as hyperloop and air taxis,” said Dr 
Debashish Bhattacharjee, vice president, 
Technology and New Material Business, 
Tata Steel.

243 MLD of treated water to be lifted; six pumps to be installed; 
project to be completed in 36 months

BBMP officials said there was no order or direction from the government 
to change the name or stop the fund allocation.

By entering into this MoU, this centre will become the state simulation referral centre for training nursing leaders in simulation.

The commissioner added that the department felt the cases required an extensive probe and 

hence the specialised wing was handed over the case.
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perform the real work of governance. Strict IT is neither rare, nor new, but the concept of 
interventions with strong laws are needed. As the ‘sarpanch pati’ never fails to surprise. Husbands of 
web series Panchayat highlights, despite the elected women representatives wielding control, 
widespread social sanction for ‘sarpanch pati’, running office and calling the shots is a pan-India 
shades of female assertion are visible and the irregularity. In Bhiwani, a ‘chairperson pati’, 
effects can be transformative. Women in Bhawani Pratap Singh, is drawing attention for all 
positions of power, studies have revealed, do a the wrong reasons. Acting as his wife Preeti 
better job in influencing the delivery of public Tanwar’s proxy, he chaired a meeting of the 
services. They are twice as likely to address a Municipal Council. In the recent past, there have 
request or a complaint and there is greater been instances in Madhya Pradesh of husbands, 
responsiveness to female policy concerns. brothers-in-law and fathers-in-law being 
Village councils with female leaders invest more administered oath instead of the elected women. 
in drinking water infrastructure, sanitation, The brazenness on display makes a mockery of the 
roads, schools, healthcare and irrigation constitutional provisions to empower women. The 
facilities.The reservation policy may have concerns are manifold. It deprives them of a 
underestimated the degree to which inequalities meaningful role, and at the same time reinforces 
pervade social and political life. There is a case patriarchal and gender imbalances.
for securing space for women in other prominent The emergence of female leadership is limited to the 
panchayat and local government roles. electoral process. Once the poll results are 
Connecting first-time elected representatives announced, power is usurped. Some are put up as 
with experienced women politicians can be a proxies as the male family members are unable to 
booster dose. The project is a work in progress; it contest due to seats getting reserved for women. 
needs constant interface and assessment.Women exercise nominal power, while the men 

Top-heavy police 
doesn’t guarantee 

efficiency

The Governor-CM conflict

moderated to $80-85 per barrel over the past two months, The brave new world of automobiles has remained in the 
the average price of oil in 2022 has been about $100 per background during the past few years as geopolitical 
barrel. This, when last year’s Budget estimates expected events have taken over the foreground. The outbreak of 
it to range at an acceptable $70-75 per barrel.In 2023, Covid-19 in the beginning of 2020 put the focus on 
despite the current softening trends, investment agencies healthcare, while the conflict in Ukraine has fixed 
are placing their bets on higher prices. Goldman Sachs eyeballs on global supply chain disruptions.
expects price to average around $98 per barrel next year. Meanwhile, the global automobile industry has been 
This is a heavy burden for an emerging economy that scrambling to remain relevant in the era of new 
buys 85 per cent of its needs from abroad. Purchases technology. The spiking of crude oil and natural gas 
from Russia which are at a discount are helpful, but these prices has meant that an urgent need arose to provide a 
account for only about 25 per cent of the total imports till replacement for these fossil fuels that have so far been 
now.The result has been a widening of the current the spark driving the internal combustion engine. Not 
account deficit that is expected to touch 3 per cent of the only is there a growing clamour from climate activists 
GDP in 2022-23 as compared to only 1.8 per cent in the for their use to be contained, the cost aspect is also 
previous year. It may have been wider, but for an finally hurting the road transport industry enough to 
impressive performance in services exports as well as force a transition to other energy forms.Ultimately, it is 
buoyancy in inward remittances.It is in this backdrop economic viability that leads to a long-term change and 
that the new look of the automobile industry assumes it looks like this is going to be true this time too.
greater significance. In the long run, the country needs to In this country, automobile production and sales are 
move away from its dependence on hydrocarbons and always mentioned as factors while pointing to data on 
shift to renewable energy sources. This is partly due to economic growth. There is a good reason for doing so. 
the need to reduce carbon emissions and pollution that is The automobile industry plays a vital role in the Indian 
creating extremely poor air quality in big cities like Delhi industrial landscape. It accounts for a commanding 45 
and Mumbai.But there is also an urgency to conserve the per cent of the manufacturing GDP while contributing 

fuel and latest technologies — though there is no new green fuel.The need for more security in the resources. The exchequer is likely to spend over $140 7.1 per cent to the country’s overall GDP, according to 
mention of the ultimate driverless car.The expo is increasingly wired vehicles is also reported to be one of billion in the current fiscal on importing oil. This money the official data. A McKinsey survey estimated that it 
dominated by new-age transport in all categories, the features of the new-age vehicles on display. Ease of can be used more effectively in other ways.The expo this provides 37 million direct and indirect jobs and it may 
ranging from commercial vehicles to passenger cars to use by adopting the internet of things (IOT) means time is thus vastly different from the past. It is no longer create 65 million new jobs by 2026.In other words, the 
two-wheelers. What is significant is that despite the greater connectivity which, in turn, means greater scope just a display of new launches based on the old petrol-automobile industry is one of the key drivers of the 
overwhelming interest in electric vehicles (EVs), there is for misuse by hackers from remote locations. These diesel formats. Instead, it is a depiction of the way in economy. The future of this industry should thus be of 
probably equal keenness to go in for hydrogen fuel cell issues are being sought to be addressed as cybersecurity which India can gradually move away from fossil fuels. interest to all observers of the Indian economy. Some 
vehicles as well as the flexi versions which can use a has become more critical than ever before.All these The government will also have to play its due role by elements of its long-term growth have been unveiled in 
variety of fuels.The enthusiasm for hydrogen has been developments in the $122-billion automobile industry taking a fresh approach to the incentives in this sector. the ongoing Auto Expo being held here after a gap of 
supported by the government which is trying, for a need to be put in the context of a looming crisis facing Instead of confining these to electric vehicles, it must three years. The hiatus seems to have given time to the 
change, to be ahead of the curve in technology terms by this country. The fact is, international oil prices continue provide support to hydrogen-based as well as hybrid and industry to review its options in terms of fuel and 
the launch of its National Hydrogen Mission. The to be at prices that are higher than can be supported by flexi-fuel cars that are becoming the next step for the technology. It has evidently recognised that profitability 
industry is, thus, being given an impetus to shift to this the exchequer over the long run. Though these have industry.in the future means banking on both — new varieties of 

Global terrorist

The creation of the post of Special Commissioner in 
Brihanmumbai (Greater Mumbai) Police has 
caused a controversy. Among Mumbai’s former 
commissioners of police, Julio Ribeiro has 
criticised the move, saying that it virtually 
bifurcates the powers in the apex management 
structure, thereby weakening the authority of the 
Commissioner, while MN Singh has welcomed it, 
stating that it would lead to better supervision on 
the lines of the Special Commissioner in charge of 
the Special Cell of the New Delhi Police.

It needs to be examined whether the creation of 
posts of senior ranks in the police has any 
correlation with the efficiency or delivery of 
service to the public.In the 1970s, when I was a 
Deputy Commissioner in the Bombay Police, the 
rank of the Commissioner of Police was only that 
of a Deputy Inspector General (DIG). The entire 
landmass of the present Mumbai Police 
jurisdiction till Mulund-Dahisar was supervised 
by only four zonal deputy commissioners (DCP). 
Other DCP-rank officers supervised special 
wings like the Special Branch, Crime Branch, 
Armed Forces — in all, only 13.Now, Mumbai 
has one commissioner, four joint commissioners, 
11 additional commissioners and nearly 41 DCPs. 
The justification cited has been an increased 
population.The Brihanmumbai Police (Greater 
Bombay Police or GBP) is modelled after the 
London Metropolitan Police (MET), also known 
as ‘Scotland Yard’ because its back entrance faces 
the Great Scotland Yard, a street in St James 
district of Westminster where there was a 
mediaeval palace that housed the Scottish royalty.

The MET was created in 1829. Its authority does 
not include the ‘City of London Police’ (CLP), 
established in 1839 to manage the policing of a 
tiny business and financial district as well as the 
Middle and Inner Temples (Inns of Court), which 
has only 8,000 permanent residents but nearly 5 
lakh daily visitors. The CLP has a strength of only 
1,355.Till the creation of Maharashtra state in 
1961, the GBP had almost the same designations 
of supervisory officers like sergeants (present 
assistant police inspectors or APIs) and 
superintendents (ACPs) as the MET even now. 
The Bombay Police had 23,000 men in the 1970s, 
38,000 in the 1990s when it became the Mumbai 
Police and more than 45,000 after 2000.

As against this, the population of the London 
Metropolitan Region in the 1970s was 74.38 lakh, 
about 90 lakh in 2019 and is expected to touch 94 
lakh by 2030. The total strength of police officers 
at the MET is currently 44,000. It was 27,000 in 
1984 and 33,360 in 2010.The remarkable feature 
of MET’s apex management is that the number of 
supervisory officers has not changed at all over 
the years. It always had only one commissioner, 
one deputy commissioner (DC) and three 
assistant commissioners (AC). One more post of 
AC was added for the 2012 London Olympics.

How could they manage with so few senior 
officers? The main difference between Scotland 
Yard and the Brihanmumbai Police is 
empowerment. In the UK, all police officers from 
the rank of constable to the commissioner of 
police have the same powers of arrest under the 
Police Act of 1996. Section 30 of the Police Act 
1996 states that “a member of a police force shall 
have all powers and privileges of a Constable 
throughout England and Wales and the adjacent 
United Kingdom waters.” The basic police 
powers of arrest and search of a constable are 
identical to those of a senior officer, including the 
chief constable who is equivalent to our director 
general of police. Hence, the law views them as 
equal.If the powers are equal, where is the need 
for somebody else’s supervision? The only 
difference between a lower police officer and his 
seniors in London is that a senior is given 
additional administrative powers to authorise 
specific police actions as below:In England and 
Wales, these powers include authorising 
continued detention of up to 24 hours of a person 
arrested for an offence and brought to the police 
station (granted to sergeants and above at 
designated police stations), approving house 
searches under Section 18(1) of the Police and 
Criminal Evidence Act 1984 (Granted to 
inspectors and above), extending detention to 36 
hours (granted to superintendents) and extending 
bail to three months (also to superintendents). 
More particularly, these powers can be exercised 
even when they are off duty.

THE equation between a Governor and a state government 
is often edgy because the gubernatorial incumbent is 
perceived, rightly or wrongly, as a Viceroy of the ‘Delhi 
sovereign’, out to ‘colonise’ the state to which he is 
appointed by the President. The relationship is fraught in 
states ruled by parties/coalitions different from the one at 
the Centre. The tensions are invariably accentuated in 
such circumstances regardless of the party ruling from 
Delhi.During the Congress-helmed United Progressive 
Alliance rule, as the Jharkhand Governor, veteran 
Congressman Syed Sibtey Razi rejected the BJP’s claim 
to form a government after the 2005 Assembly elections 
yielded an inconclusive verdict, despite the BJP being the 
single-largest party and shoring up the shortfall of five 
with Independents. An intervention by the erstwhile 
President, APJ Abdul Kalam, and the court foiled the 
Governor’s plan to install a JMM-Congress coalition.

As the Karnataka Chief Minister, BS Yediyurappa 
complained that Raj Bhavan occupant Hans Raj 
Bhardwaj “functioned like the Centre’s agent”, while his 
Gujarat counterpart Kamla Beniwal sat upon the 
legislations passed by the Assembly when Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi was the CM.

The BJP, packaged as a ‘party with a difference’, has not 
only adopted the precedent set by the Congress, but has 
taken the practice to another level, suggesting thereby Entrance Test.But the latest flashpoint occurred on While it’s true that the Dravidian movement spurred 
that it expects the Governors to engage in a perpetual duel January 9, when at the start of the Legislative Assembly debates over nationalism and sub-nationalism, the DMK 
with an Opposition CM. Kerala Governor Arif session, Ravi omitted a few paragraphs from the address had collaborated with Sri Lanka’s Liberation Tigers of 
Mohammad Khan is bound to find a place in legislative prepared by the state government for the Governor to Tamil Eelam and paid a huge price for its misadventure. 
history for his interminable confrontations with the Left deliver.Old-timers recalled that even when relations Tamil Nadu, like Kerala and West Bengal, has so far 
Front government, which seems equally determined to between the then CM J Jayalalithaa and M Channa repudiated the RSS-BJP’s hegemonic Hindu rashtra 
sustain the showdowns, whether these were over the Reddy, the Governor of the day, hit the skids in 1993-95, programme; it long realised the futility of chasing a 
appointment of university Vice-Chancellors or Raj nothing of this sort happened. The crucial portion Ravi secessionist demand and accepted the idea of a federal 
Bhavan’s public disapprobation of a minister’s conduct. left out encapsulated the core of the Dravidian ideology, India which it zealously guarded and upheld, especially 
Maharashtra Governor BS Koshyari was no less “founded on the ideals of social justice, self-respect, when faced with an agenda from the Centre like the 
combative towards the Maha Vikas Aghadi dispensation, inclusive growth, equality, women’s empowerment, imposition of Hindi.Murasoli, the DMK’s mouthpiece, 
but he has taken a back seat after the Opposition alliance secularism and compassion towards all”.The DMK’s tried to get to the root of Ravi’s ‘Tamizhagam’ brainchild: 
was unseated and a BJP-led government was reinstated. ‘social justice’ concept has empowered large sections of “He says the name Tamil Nadu indicates a sovereign 

Even with such a partisan background, the comportment the intermediate and backward castes, but has no space nation. Does the name Rajasthan sound like Pakistan, 
displayed by Governor RN Ravi towards the DMK for the Dalits. Women are targeted by its misogynists. Afghanistan, Uzbekistan or Turkmenistan to you? Is it 
government in Tamil Nadu plunged the state of affairs to The paragraph also upheld the formidable legacies problematic for you to find a ‘Desam’ (land) in the Telugu 
another inexplicable low. It seems that Ravi, who was bequeathed by Periyar EV Ramasamy, Babasaheb Desam Party?”The timing of the Governor’s proactivism 
engaged as an interlocutor between the Centre and Ambedkar, K Kamaraj, CN Annadurai and M is baffling because Tamil Nadu is up there on the BJP’s 
National Socialist Council of Nagaland (Isak-Muivah) Karunanidhi, whose policies and schemes indisputably radar, despite the pushback it faced for decades. Prime 
and then went on to become Nagaland’s Governor, enhanced the quality of life of the less well-off. Ravi Minister Modi recited lines from Sangam poetry before 
involved himself in a political endeavour as the DMK’s skipped the allusions to the ‘Dravidan model of the diaspora and at international forums and wears a 
principal opponent who was out to dismantle the party’s governance to its people’.Before making this veshti in local meetings and rallies. The highpoint of 
edifice and uproot the Dravidian ideology, disputatious move, on January 4, at a Raj Bhavan Modi’s concerted Tamil Nadu interface was the month-
conceptualised and elaborated upon by the Justice Party function, the Governor proposed that ‘Tamizhagam’ was long ‘Kashi Tamil Sangamam’ last November which 
founded in 1916.avi began his Chennai tenure like his a ‘more appropriate’ name for Tamil Nadu, inciting the observers perceived as the BJP’s effort to fashion a 
peers after taking over in September 2021. He refused to DMK. It seemed Ravi took the word ‘Nadu’ that means counter-narrative, underpinned on Hinduism’s intrinsic 
forward a Bill, adopted by the Assembly, seeking to ‘land’ circumscribed by a geographical boundary to ability to cement the north and south as against the 
exempt government seats in undergraduate medical and connote a ‘country’ or a ‘nation-state’. Dravidian ‘casteist’ and ‘divisive’ outlook. Ravi’s 
dental courses from the National Eligibility-cum- interventions might scupper the BJP’s project.

Intervention needed to stop husbands from usurping powers

Editorial

Relationship is fraught in states ruled by parties different from the one at Centre

Despite the overwhelming interest in electric vehicles, there is probably equal keenness to go in for hydrogen fuel cell vehicles as well as the flexi versions which can use a variety of fuels. The need for more security in the increasingly wired 

vehicles is also reported to be one of the features of the new-age vehicles. Ease of use by adopting the internet of things (IOT) means greater connectivity which, in turn, means greater scope for misuse by hackers from remote locations.

New-age automobiles & looming oil crisis
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 New Delhi. peacefully and make progress The Ministry of External 
or quarrel with each other, and Affairs (MEA) has responded to 
waste time and resources. We Pakistan Prime Minister Shehbaz 
had three wars with India and it Sharif's appeal for peace with 
only brought more misery, India, saying there should be a 
poverty and unemployment to conducive atmosphere for normal 
the people. We have learnt our neighbourly relations. There 
lesson and we want to live in should be a conducive atmosphere 
peace provided we are able to which does not have terror, 
resolve our genuine problems," hostility or violence, the MEA said, 
Sharif said. “We want to adding that India's position on this 
alleviate poverty, achieve remains the same. "We have said 

Shehbaz Sharif, in an interview with prosperity, and provide education and that we have always wanted normal 
Al Arabiya news channel, said health facilities and employment for neighbourly relations with Pakistan. 
Pakistan learnt its lesson from wars our people and not waste our resources But there should be a conducive 
with India and now wants peace on bombs and ammunition. That is the atmosphere which does not have 
provided "genuine problems" are message I want to give to Prime terror, hostility or violence," MEA 
resolved.“It is up to us to live Minister Modi,” he added.spokesperson Arindam Bagchi said. 

Kerala committed to implementing e-
mobility policy, says CM Vijayan

On Pakistan PM Shehbaz Sharif's appeal for peace, India's response

 New Delhi.  The Supreme Court on Friday of a state government can be taken up and roads and national highways."Court is 
remitted back to the Andhra Pradesh High decided by a vacation bench of a high court. prima facie of the opinion that the impugned 
Court an appeal of the state government GO No.1 is contrary to the procedure Vaidyanathan said the plea on the state 

provided under section 30 of the Police Act, against a recent directive of the high court, government's decision was mentioned 
1861," it held.The high court had passed the suspending the operation of an executive during the winter vacation and the order was 
interim order on a writ petition filed by order that prohibited public meetings and stayed by the high court on the same day.
Communist Party of India (CPI) state rallies on roads, including national "We will request the chief justice of the high 
secretary K Ramakrishna challenging the highways. A bench of Chief Justice DY court to ensure hearing of the matter by a 
GO and posted the case for further hearing Chandrachud and Justice PS Narasimha division bench of the high court presided 
on Friday (January 20). It had sought the took note of the submissions made by senior over by him on January 23," the CJI said, 
state government's response before that.advocate C S Vaidyanathan, who appeared adding that the matter is being sent back to 

in court on behalf of the Andhra Pradesh The petitioner has contended before the high the Andhra Pradesh High Court.
court that the GO was brought to "stifle" the government, and requested the chief justice  Lawyer Mahfooz Ahsan Nazki also appeared 
opposition's voice against the state of the high court to ensure the hearing of the in court on behalf of the Andhra Pradesh 
government.The Y S Jagan Mohan Reddy plea by a division bench headed by him. At government.The apex court had, on January 
government in Andhra Pradesh had issued the outset of a brief hearing, Vaidyanathan 18, agreed to hear the state government's 
the order on January 2 midnight, in the wake referred to the sequence of events in the high appeal, challenging the high court's 
of a stampede at a rally organised by the court and highlighted the procedural directive that suspended the operation of a 
main opposition Telugu Desam Party at infirmities. government order prohibiting public 
Kandukuru on December 28, in which eight "This is an egregious violation by the vacation meetings and rallies on roads, including 
people were killed.The prohibitory order bench (of the high court). How can the national highways.On January 12, the high 
(GO No.1) was issued under the provisions vacation bench say so," the senior lawyer court suspended till January 23 the 
of the Police Act, 1861 and the state police said, adding that according to the procedure, operation of the government order (GO) that 
immediately started implementing it.no matter pertaining to the policy decisions barred public meetings and rallies on state 

SC remits back to Andhra HC state govt's plea against 
its order on ban on rallies on roads

earliest as well.” The Kochi  New Delhi. Kerala Chief Minister 
Water Metro with solar-Pinarayi Vijayan said that with 
powered air-conditioned global warming being the most 
boats is the first of its kind in grievous crisis, resulting in 
the country, he said. He said natural calamities around the 
these measures show that globe, the state has become one 
sustainability was at the heart of the few in India to come up 
of the mobility solutions of with a policy for electric 
the state. Vijayan said a major mobili ty.  Speaking at  an 
hurdle in the shift to electric international conference and 
vehicles (EVs) is the higher expo  on  e -mob i l i t y  and  
initial cost of the vehicles in alternative fuels on Thursday, 
comparison to conventional Vijayan said Kerala has set 

KOCHI PAVES THE WAY vehicles as heavy-duty battery packs targets and drawn detailed roadmaps 
Giving details of other environment- are expensive and are a major for faster adoption of electric mobility 

friendly measures being taken, the contributor of the excess cost. He said to reduce dependency on conventional 
Chief Minister said, “The Cochin battery swapping was deemed a viable fuels. He said subsidies are being 
International Airport Limited is the solution regarding initial cost, limited offered for the purchase of e-autos and 
first airport in the world that is fully range and battery life span and added for retrofitting old diesel auto 
powered by solar energy. With an that e-mobility, apart from addressing rickshaws with electric motors and 
installed capacity of 50 MW in solar the concerns related to global warming batteries. Besides that, reduction of 
power alone, it is even power-positive. and climate change, would also propel road tax on electric vehicles and tax 
Our Kochi Metro is giving rainwater the economic prospects of the nation.exemption for five years on e-autos is 
harvesting and solar power a major also being offered, he said. The “Therefore, we are hopeful that this 
thrust. Fifty-five per cent of KMRL's government is also working to provide i n t e r n a t i o n a l  c o n f e r e n c e  o n  
power requirements are met through more public charging facilities and e–mobility will set the stage for India’s 
its solar plants, one of the highest in induct electric buses into the fleet of comprehensive shift to a sustainable 
the country by any standards. KMRL the Kerala State Road Transport mobility environment,” Vijayan 
targets to be energy neutral at the Corporation, he said. added.

3 die in road crash in UP’s 
Deoria

Amid power tussle, Delhi 
LG accuses Kejriwal of 
making 'misleading, 
derogatory remarks'

New Delhi. Delhi Lt Governor VK Saxena wrote a 
letter to Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal on Friday, 
in response to the latter's allegations amid the 
ongoing power tussle. The Delhi L-G mentioned 
several issues related to Delhi in the letter and 
rebutted those. Replying to Delhi CM’s allegation 
that the L-G is behaving like a "head master," he 
said that he is not a "head master” and is just 
“giving voice to the right issues as a citizen.” The 
Delhi L-G started the letter by calling Arvind 
Kejriwal’s statements as “substantively 
misleading, untrue and derogatory.”He said, “It 
has come to my notice through media reports that 
you have made many statements in and out of the 
State Assembly over the past few days, which have 
been severely and substantively misleading, 
untrue and derogatory.” On Kejriwal’s allegation 
of not meeting him, the Delhi LG said that he 
wanted to meet the CM and had called him and the 
Deputy CM. “I came to know through media 
reports that on Monday, you left the Assembly and 
were protesting with others outside Raj Niwas, 
demanding to meet me. So, I invited you and the 
Dy. Chief Minister to come and see me. I would 
have, indeed, loved to have you over and served 
you lunch as well. However, you chose not to come 
on the pretext of wanting to meet me with all of 
your MLAs and it would not have been possible to 
at once have a meeting with 70-80 people,” wrote 
the Delhi L-G in his letter. The Delhi L-G in his 
letter also wrote about Kejriwal’s "Head Master" 
comment for him. “I am not acting as a "Head 
Master", as you have been sarcastically referring to 
me, but as a benign yet conscientious voice of the 
people that derives its sanctity from the ethical and 
moral moorings of the Constitution of India,” he 
wrote. He also attacked Kejriwal for the alleged 
short attendance in government schools in the 
national capital. He said that the attendance of 
students in government schools in Delhi fell from 
70.73% in 2012-2013 to 60.65% in 2019-2020.

 New Delhi. The Supreme Court on Friday said that it 
will set up a five-judge Constitution bench to hear 
pleas challenging the constitutional validity of 
polygamy and 'nikah halala' practice among Muslims. 
A bench comprising Chief Justice DY Chandrachud 
and Justice PS Narasimha took note of the submissions 
of lawyer Ashwini Upadhyay, who has filed one of the 
PILs on the issue, that a fresh five-judge bench was 
needed to be constituted as two judges of the previous 
constitution bench -- Justice Indira Banerjee and 
Justice Hemant Gupta -- have retired. “There are very 
important matters which are pending before a five-
judge bench. We will constitute one and bear this 
matter in mind,” the CJI said. The matter was earlier 
mentioned on November 2, last year also by 
Upadhyay. On August 30, last year, a five-judge bench 
comprising Justices Indira Banerjee, Hemant Gupta, 
Surya Kant, M M Sundresh and Sudhanshu Dhulia had 
made the National Human Rights Commission 
(NHRC), National Commission for Women (NCW) 
and the National Commission for Minorities (NCM) 
parties to the PILs and sought their responses. Later, 
Justice Banerjee and Justice Gupta retired on 
September 23 and October 16 this year respectively 
giving rise to the need for re-constitution of the bench 
to hear as many as eight petitions against the practices 
of polygamy and 'nikah halala'. Upadhyay, in his PIL, 
has sought a direction to declare polygamy and 'nikah 
halala' unconstitutional and illegal.While polygamy 
allows a Muslim man to have four wives, 'nikah halala' 
deals with the process in which a Muslim woman, who 
wants to re-marry her husband after divorce, has to first 
marry another person and get a divorce from him after 
the consummation. The apex court had in July 2018 
considered the plea and referred the matter to a 
Constitution bench already tasked with hearing a batch 
of similar petitions.

 New Delhi. At least three people died after a speeding 
trailer hit them in Uttar Pradesh’s Deoria district on 
Friday. The driver of the trailer was also injured in the 
incident and is undergoing treatment at the district 
hospital. The accident took place near the Barao 
intersection on Rudrapur-Barhaj road. According to the 
report, a trailer loaded with stone boulders was going 
towards Rudrapur from Barhaj's side at around 7:30 am 
on Friday morning. A cyclist, Paras Pandey, 50, was hit 
by a speeding trailer which crushed two people, Sunil, 
45, and Gauri, 65 who were huddling near a bonfire on 
the roadside. Sunil and Gauri died on the spot, whereas 
Paras Pandey succumbed to his injuries at the district 
hospital. SP Sankalp Sharma along with his team 
reached the spot for investigation.
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meetings and rallies on 

roads, including national 

highways.,,

,,

India condemns attack on Hindu temples in Australia

 New Delhi. A few days after a couple of Hindu 
temples in Australia was reported to be 
vandalised allegedly by “Khalistani supporters”, 
the Ministry of External Affairs on Thursday said 
India's consulate general in Melbourne has taken 
up the matter with the local police. “We are aware 
that a couple of temples have recently been 
vandalised in Australia. We strongly condemn 
these actions. These actions have also been 
publically condemned by Australian leaders, 
community leaders and religious associations 
there,” said the ministry of external affairs 
spokesperson Arindam Bagchi. “Our Consulate 
General in Melbourne has taken up the matter 
with local police. We've requested expeditious 
investigation against the perpetrators and 
measures to prevent such incidents in future. The 
matter has also been taken up with the Australian 
government, and we're looking forward to it”, 
said Bagchi. The Australian media had reported 
that the historic Shri Shiva Vishnu Temple in 
Carrum Downs was vandalised on Monday.

Bhagwat told the website, “I can’t tell you how upset I am for This act of vandalism was noticed when the 
witnessing a second Hindu Temple vandalised for Khalistan devotees came for ‘darshan’ as the three-day long “Thai Pongal” 
propaganda.” On January 12, the Swaminarayan temple in Melbourne festival is being celebrated by the Tamil Hindu community, reported . 
was defaced by 'anti-social elements' with anti-India graffiti.Hindu Council of Australia’s Victoria chapter president Makrand 

Kerala CM Pinarayi Vijayan said that the state has become one of the few in India 

to come up with a policy for electric mobility. Subsidies are offered to purchase e-

autos to retrofit old diesel auto rickshaws with electric motors and batteries. 

India said there should be a conducive atmosphere without terror, hostility or 
violence for good neighbourly relations with Pakistan.

The ministry of external affairs condemned the recent attacks on Hindu Temples in Australia 
and assured that the matter has been taken up with the local police.

Kashmir, Shimla receive fresh 
snowfall, Srinagar at -0.1 degrees

 Most parts of Kashmir and point across the Valley. Srinagar recorded a 
Himachal Pradesh's Shimla received fresh minimum temperature of minus 0.1 
snowfall, the season's first, on Friday. The degrees Celsius on Thursday night, up 
snowfall led to the closure of the Srinagar- from minus 1.4 degrees Celsius the night 
Jammu highway, which impacted flight before. The meteorological office had 
operations to and from the valley. Snow forecast wet weather and snow in Jammu 
fell in the tourist towns of Pahalgam, and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, and 
Gulmarg, Anantnag, Kulgam, Shopian, Uttarakhand from January 20 to 25 due to 
Pulwama, and Budgam in Kashmir, as well western disturbances. Kashmir is currently 
as Kufri and Mashobra in Himachal in the grip of 'Chillai Kalan', a 40-day 
Pradesh's Shimla. At least 275 roads are period with the highest and most frequent 
closed in snow-prone districts of chances of snowfall. Chillai Kalan begins 
Himachal, and electricity supply has been on December 21 and ends on January 30. 
disrupted in the last 24 hours. Heavy The cold wave continues even after that, 
snowfall was witnessed in Uttarakhand's with a 20-day-long 'Chillai Khurd' and a 
Kedarnath, and white sheets of snow 10-day-long 'Chillai Bache' following it. 
covered the roofs of homes in Gangotri Isolated hailstorms are also likely over the 
Dham. Minimum temperatures rose in western Himalayan region on January 23 
Kashmir but still settled below the freezing and 24. 

New Delhi.  

The Delhi Lt Governor VK Saxena rebutted 
Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal’s allegations 

against him in a letter on Friday.

SC to hear pleas challenging 
polygamy and 'nikah halala' 
among Muslims

New Delhi, Saturday, 21 January, 2023 THE SIKH TIMES
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Netflix boss steps down; 
Here's WHY

Videocon Group founder 
Venugopal Dhoot gets interim 
bail from Bombay HC

New Delhi. Indian tycoon Gautam using a quarter of the proceeds to repay September.Diamond Trader
Adani, who added $40 billion to his debt will mute some criticism of the Adani, who started as a diamond trader in 
wealth last year after a blistering stock empire’s elevated leverage. Mumbai in the 1980s, now helms a 
rally, wants validation from the “The story of Adani is story of India. Our conglomerate spanning ports, airports, 
investing public and critics who chairman wants every Indian to be able coals mines, power plants. Following a 
question the forces pushing up his to invest in our shares,” Adani breakneck diversification spree, he’s 
companies’ share prices.To woo mom- Enterprises’ Chief Financial Officer also now powerful in cement, realty 
and-pop investors to buy into his ports- Jugeshinder Singh told reporters and media, with ambitious plans in the 
to-power empire’s flagship, Adani Thursday. The share sale “allows us to green energy space.Adani Enterprises 
Enterprises Ltd. will sell new shares at increase the participation of the Indian is also the incubator of the group’s 
a discount and allow payments in three public. Every household of rural India newer businesses, many of which are 
installments when it rolls out its $2.5 can invest in it.”That level of retail expanding rapidly and will be ready for 
billion follow-on offer later this month investment is a key metric the tycoon a public listing between 2026 and 
— an unprecedented move for one of must improve to stand shoulder-to- 2029, according to CFO Singh. Adani 
the country’s hottest stocks. For a stock shoulder with other local billionaires. has consistently aligned his corporate 
that has rallied over 1,400% since early strategy to the policy initiatives of the Domestic mutual funds owned just 
2020, sweeteners are crucial to woo Indian government, led by Prime 1.27% in Adani Enterprises for quarter 
retail investors. The country’s biggest Minister Narendra Modi.ended September — the latest period 
follow-on share sale serves many ends. for which the data is available with The billionaire is now seeking to buttress 
A diversified shareholder base gives stock exchanges — while the total his corporate image as his businesses 
greater credibility in the stock market public shareholding was 27.37%. That go global and lure overseas investors 
and cements Adani’s legacy as a wealth compared with 5.52% shareholding by including TotalEnergeries SE and 
creator for millions of investors, not local mutual funds in Reliance Warburg Pincus.Adani Enterprises’ 
just himself. A bigger constituency of Industries Ltd., India’s largest mega share sale will address the 
shareowners may trigger more analyst company by market value helmed by concerns of the limited free float and 
coverage  — just two brokerages track Mukesh Ambani. Non-founders owned dominance of a few foreign portfolio 
it — of the thinly traded stock. And 49 .43% in  Re l i ance  in  end- investors.

Swiggy lays off 380 employees, CEO 
says 'very difficult decision': Report

Gautam Adani's discount share sale 
tries to woo public, silence critics

 New Delhi. 

deadlock centers on the hourly rates Air increasingly constrained. China is 
India would pay for repairs, said one of reopening to travel and the country 
the people, asking not to be identified as allowed the 737 Max to fly again after 
the deliberations are private. being blocked from the market for 

several years. Airbus has said that the The engine venture and its rival, Raytheon 
earliest slot for an A321 is now in 2029, Technologies Corp.’s Pratt & Whitney 
though customers can sometimes score division, are grappling with earlier-than-
earlier deliveries if another handover expected repairs on the latest generation 
falls through. CFM is the sole supplier of turbofans for Boeing and Airbus 
of engines for the Boeing 737 aircraft workhorse jets. That’s made it tougher for 
family, while Airbus’s A320 can be the manufacturers to model revenue and 
powered by either CFM or Pratt costs over the lifespan of the engines, a 
models. Air India’s management has Air India Ltd.’s order for as key consideration for GE Chief 

many as 500 aircraft from Airbus SE and largely completed work on the Airbus Executive Officer Larry Culp as the 
Boeing Co. is being held up by an impasse portion of the deal, although it’s still industrial conglomerate moves forward 
with engine makers powering the 737 a year of talks with the planemakers, finalizing details, including the split of with a corporate breakup that will leave 
Max, dragging out what stands to be one engine manufacturers and a handful of models, some of the people said.Steven aviation as its core business.
of the biggest single purchases in civil leasing companies. A representative for Udvar-Hazy, the influential chairman of Air India has spent months negotiating an aviation history. CFM declined to comment, citing the aircraft leasing company Air Lease Corp., order of about 400 narrowbody and 100 

CFM International, the General Electric c o n f i d e n t i a l i t y  o f  c u s t o m e r  said at a conference this week that the deal widebody jets that would allow the 
Co. and Safran SA joint venture, is conversations, as did officials at Boeing comprises a mix of Airbus 321neo and country’s flag carrier to upgrade service 
reluctant to offer big discounts on engines and Airbus.Locking in the aircraft Boeing 737 Max models, as well as the and reliability. After failing to clinch an 
and maintenance that  typical ly commitments is gaining urgency for Air Boeing 787, 777X and some 777 accord by the end of last year, a deal could 
accompany mega orders, according to India parent Tata Group because supply freighters, alongside the Airbus A350 on now be announced as soon as this month, 
people familiar with the negotiations. The of newly built jetliners has become the widebody front. some of the people said, concluding about 

Air India's mega jet deal with Airbus, 
Boeing held up by engine-cost debate

New Delhi  Food aggregator Swiggy 
laid off 380 employees on Friday, a 
report by Business Today (BT) said. 
In a letter to the employees, the 
company's chief executive officer 
(CEO) Sriharsha Majety said that it 
is a "very difficult decision"."We're 
implementing a very difficult 

cycle, "we expect exits based on decision to reduce the size of our 
performance".The online food team as a part of a restructuring 
delivery platform's losses doubled exercise. In this process, we will be 
to Rs 3,629 crore in FY22 compared bidding goodbye to 380 talented 
to Rs 1,617 crore in the last fiscal Swiggsters," he said in a letter to the 
year.Total expenses went up 131 per employees, according to BT. 
cent to Rs 9,574.5 crore in FY22, December said that Swiggy might lay "While our cash reserves allow us to 

according to its annual financial off more than 250 employees, or up to 5 be fundamentally well positioned to 
statement with the Registrar of per cent of its workforce, starting weather harsh circumstances, we 
Companies (RoC).Swiggy's revenue January.The total number of layoff cannot make this a crutch and must 
grew 2.2 times to Rs 5,705 crore during employees is set to go further up, continue identifying efficiencies to 
FY22 as opposed to Rs 2,547 crore in according to IANS, after the secure our long-term."He also said the 
FY21.In November last year, global completion of the performance cycle in growth rate had slowed down more 
brokerage firm Jefferies said that October. The company employs close than the company's projections. He 
Swiggy was fast losing market share to to 6,000 workers.In an earlier added, "Our overhiring is a case of poor 
its rival Zomato despite offering heavy statement, Swiggy had said there were judgment, and I should've done better 
discounts.no layoffs, and with every performance here." Earlier reports that surfaced in 

ICICI Bank-Videocon loan fraud case: Videocon 
founder Venugopal Dhoot gets interim bail

Dhoot on a surety of Rs one lakh. The facilities to the tune of Rs 3,250 
court permitted him to furnish cash bail crore to the companies of 
and then deposit the surety amount two Videocon Group promoted by 
weeks thereafter.The bench also Dhoot in violation of the Banking 
refused the CBI's request to stay its Regulation Act, Reserve Bank of 
order so that it could approach the India's guidelines, and credit 
Supreme Court in appeal. The court policy of the bank. The CBI had 
also dismissed an application filed by named Chanda Kochhar, Deepak 
an advocate seeking to intervene in the Kochhar as well as Dhoot along 
matter and for the bench to recall its with Nupower Renewables 
earlier order granting bail to two other (NRL) managed by Deepak 
accused in the case - Chanda Kochhar, Kochhar, Supreme Energy, 
former Managing Director and Chief Vi d e o c o n  I n t e r n a t i o n a l  
Executive Officer of the ICICI Bank, Electronics Ltd and Videocon quash the CBI FIR and sought to be 
and her husband Deepak Kochhar.The Industries Ltd as accused in the FIR released on bail by way of an interim 
bench imposed a cost of Rs 25,000 on registered in 2019 under Indian Penal order. In his plea, Dhoot termed his arrest 
the advocate. Dhoot had approached the Code sections related to criminal by CBI as "arbitrary, illegal, done without 
high court on January 10 after the same conspiracy and provisions of the following due procedure of law and in 
bench granted bail to the Kochhars. The Prevention of Corruption Act.The central gross violation of section 41 (A) of the 
couple was arrested on December 23, agency has alleged that the ICICI Bank Code of Criminal Procedure, which 
2022. Dhoot's advocate Sandeep sanctioned credit facilities to the tune of mandates for a notice to be issued to 
Laddha had argued that Dhoot's arrest Rs 3,250 crore to these companies in accused to join the probe and to make an 

Mumbai.The Bombay High Court granted was unwarranted as he had cooperated violation of norms. It further alleged that arrest only if absolutely necessary". In its 
interim bail to Videocon Group founder in the probe. The CBI, however, opposed as a part of quid pro quo, Dhoot made an order granting interim bail to the 
Venugopal Dhoot on Friday, nearly a the same saying the Videocon Group investment of Rs 64 crore in Nupower Kochhars, the HC had come down heavily 
month after he was arrested by the Central founder had attempted to avoid the probe Renewables through Supreme Energy Pvt on the CBI for making the arrest in a 
Bureau of Investigation (CBI) in the and hence the arrest was legal. The HC Ltd (SEPL), and transferred SEPL to "casual and mechanical" manner and 
ICICI Bank-Videocon loan fraud case. A had heard the arguments and closed it for Pinnacle Energy Trust managed by without application of mind.
division bench of Justices Revati Mohite orders on January 13.Dhoot, presently in Deepak Kochhar through a circuitous  The CBI has alleged that private sector 
Dere and P K Chavan granted bail to judicial custody, had sought the HC to route between 2010 and 2012.lender ICICI Bank had sanctioned credit 

Reviewing SC decision, will 
cooperate with CCI on way 

forward: Google
A day after the Supreme Court refused to intervene 

with the CCI order against Google, the company 
said it is reviewing the apex court's decision to 
deny interim relief. In a statement issued on 
Friday, Google said it would co-operate with the 
Competition Commission of India (CCI).

"We are reviewing the details of yesterday's 
decision which is limited to interim relief and did 
not decide the merits of our appeal. Android has 
greatly benefited Indian users, developers, and 
OEMs and played a key role in India’s digital 
transformation. We remain committed to our 
users and partners and will cooperate with the 
CCI on the way forward, in parallel with our 
appeal," it said. The Supreme Court on Thursday 
declined to entertain a plea by Google 
challenging a National Company Law Appellate 
Tribunal (NCLAT) order, which refused to stay 
the operation of the CCI order imposing a Rs 
1337.76 crore fine on the tech giant.

A bench, headed by the Chief Justice of India (CJI) 
DY Chandrachud and comprising Justices PS 
Narasimha and JB Pardiwala said the findings by 
the CCI cannot be said to be without jurisdiction 
or with manifest error and affirmed the NCLAT 
order declining to grant interim relief to Google. 
The bench directed the NCLAT to dispose of 
Google's appeal by March 31, and granted 
Google seven days to deposit 10 percent of the 
penalty imposed by the CCI.Additional Solicitor 
General N Venkatraman, representing the CCI, 
argued that Google Play services which are very 
important for OEMs, cannot be downloaded by 
users independently and pre-installation creates 
a behavioural bias, which is used for marketing 
by Google. He added that all these findings have 
resulted in a statutory infraction and caused a 
lack of bargaining power in OEMs, and deprived 
consumers of choice.During the hearing, CJI 
Chandrachud told senior advocate AM Singhvi, 
representing Google, "Dr Singhvi, all that you 
gave us in terms of data in fact militates against 
your argument.""Look at the kind of authority 
which you wield in terms of dominance... data 
indicates 15,000 Android models, 500 million 
compatible devices, 1500 OEMs. When you 
have that kind of market penetration, then by 
insisting you necessarily have my bouquet, you 
(are) directly affecting..what the OEM does, 
impact upon the ultimate consumer," the CJI 
said.Singhvi said, "I am one of the players in this 
ecosystem, and people choose Google Play Store 
due to its excellence and not because of 
dominance."He added that suppose there was no 
Android, had this revolution in telephony taken 
place. Singhvi further argued that in Korea, there 
is a different user and pressed that Google is 
there due to excellence and not due to 
dominance. "Where it is voluntary, non-
imposed. It is free, non exclusive, what more you 
can do," he said.

 New Delhi.Benchmark stock market indices opened flat 
on Friday as global cues remained weak for a second 
day in a row. Equity markets around the globe have 
turned cautious in the wake of more aggressive stance 
by central banks and a rise in oil prices.The S&P BSE 
Sensex opened marginally lower and was trading at 
60,800 levels, while the NSE Nifty 50 fell marginally 
to 18,085. Broader markets also fell in early trade, 
reflecting the sentiments of the benchmark equity 
indices.Domestic markets faced increased volatility 
today, with a majority of the sectoral indices under 
pressure. Only Nifty Bank, Nifty Financial Services, 
Nifty PSU Bank and Nifty Private Bank gained.Some 
of the top gainers in early trade were IndusInd Bank, 
Powergrid, HDFC Bank, HDFC, SBI and Tata Motors. 
Meanwhile, HUL was down over 2.40 per cent and was 
the biggest loser, followed by Sun Pharma, Nestle, 
Asian Paints, Reliance and Titan.It may be noted that 
heavyweight Reliance Industries is all set to release its 
December quarter results after market hours today.

According to experts, domesic markets continue to 
remain under pressure due to Q3 company earnings 
data, which indicates a consumption slowdown. 
Adding to the woes are an uptick in oil prices and 
increased fears of a recession in the US.

Sensex, Nifty open flat 
tracking weak global cues; 
HUL down over 2%

New Delhi After witnessing mixed trends for two 
consecutive days, both gold and silver are retailing on 
the higher side of the Multi Commodity Exchange 
(MCX) on Friday.Gold futures, maturing on February 
3, 2023, recorded a hike of Rs 124 and 0.22 per cent on 
the MCX and were retailing at Rs 56,746 per 10 grams.

Meanwhile, silver futures maturing on March 3, 2023, 
were trading at Rs 68,783 per kg, after recording a 

jump of Rs 366 or 0.54 per cent.Gold and silver prices 
stood at Rs 56,546 per 10 grams and Rs 68,359 per kg 
on the MCX respectively when the market closed on 
Thursday.Notably, the gold and silver prices in India 
depend on several factors, including the value of the 
rupee against the dollar. Global demand also plays a 
key role in determining the trends observed in the rate 
of precious metals.

Gold, silver price : Precious 
metals record hike on MCX | 
Check latest rates

New Delhi.  The Bombay High Court on Friday granted 
interim bail to arrested Videocon group founder and 
chairman, Venugopal Dhoot. Dhoot approached the 
high court after co-accused Chanda Kochhar, former 
managing director and chief executive officer of the 
ICICI bank, and her husband were granted bail.

A division bench comprising justices Revati Mohite 
Dere and Prithviraj Chavan heard Dhoot's plea. Earlier, 
ICICI Bank's former CEO and managing director 
Chanda Kochhar and her husband, Deepak Kochhar, 
were released from jail on Tuesday in the Videocon 
bank fraud case.They were released a day after the high 
court held their arrest was "not in accordance with the 
law." The Kochhars were arrested on December 23 last 
year and were sent to judicial custody six days later. 
The high court had asked the CBI to file by January 13 
its affidavit in response to a petition filed by Dhoot 
seeking to quash the FIR registered against him in the 
case, declare his arrest as "arbitrary and illegal", and 
release him on bail.The CBI had named the Kochhars, 
Dhoot, Nupower Renewables (NRL), managed by 
Deepak Kochhar, Supreme Energy, Videocon 
International Electronics and Videocon Industries as 
accused in the FIR registered in 2019 under IPC 
sections related to criminal conspiracy and provisions 
of the Prevention of Corruption Act.The CBI has said 
the private sector lender ICICI Bank, headed by 
Chanda Kochhar from 2009 to 2018, sanctioned credit 
facilities to the tune of Rs 3,250 crore to these 
companies in violation of norms. 

New Delhi. In order to transfer the keys over to a 
longtime partner and co-CEO Ted Sarandos and chief 
operating officer Greg Peters, Netflix Inc. co-founder 
and CEO Reed Hastings resigned from his position as 
the company's chief executive. In after-hours trading, 
Netflix shares increased 6.1 percent to $335.05 as the 
pioneer of the streaming video also revealed that it had 
gained more customers than anticipated at the end of 
the previous year.As a result of losing consumers in the 
first half of 2022, the company has been under pressure. 
Its stock, once a favourite on Wall Street, has decreased 
by about 38 percent in the previous 12 months. (Also 
Read: THIS company beats Apple to become no 1 
brand in the world; check list of top 10)

Hastings will serve as executive chairman and share the 
role of chief executive with Sarandos and Peters. The 
decision, which is the result of ten years of board 
succession planning, is effective right away. Peters and 
Sarandos both received promotions in July 2020, which 
came at a difficult time for the business. (Also Read: 
Lost your device or it is being stolen? Google's 
upcoming Apple AirTag-rival will help in discovering 
locations)Given Covid and previous difficulties in our 
business, it was a baptism by fire, according to 
Hastings. But they've both handled exceptionally well, 
so I think the board and I should compete for their 
replacement.Hastings left as Netflix announced that it 
added 7.66 million subscribers in the fourth quarter, 
above Wall Street expectations of 4.57 million thanks to 
the success of "Harry & Meghan" and "Wednesday" in 
the competition to draw viewers for streaming 
television.

CEO Sriharsha Majety said the 
growth rate has slowed down 
more than the company's 
projections

Dhoot had approached the high court on 

January 10 after the same bench granted 

bail to the Kochhars. The couple was 

arrested on December 23, 2022. Dhoot's 

advocate Sandeep Laddha had argued that 

Dhoot's arrest was unwarranted as he had 

cooperated in the probe. The CBI, 

however, opposed the same saying the 

Videocon Group founder had attempted to 

avoid the probe and hence the arrest was 

legal. The HC had heard the arguments and 

closed it for orders on January 13.

Air India has spent months 
negotiating an order of  about 
400 narrowbody and 100 
widebody jets that would allow 
the country's flag carrier to 
upgrade service and reliability
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New Delhi.

coach and then the players, because I whole team, not only the defender or 
don't put the mistake on my players,” the keeper or a single player,” Conte 
said Conte.He went on to say that he added.The former Chelsea and 
takes the blame for their defeat, Juventus boss said the only way to 
insisting that the whole team needs tyo move on is to continue working 
react after conceding a goal.“The harder.“The only way that we have to 

continue to do is is to work. I repeat. 
And about the performance also 
against Arsenal and today against 
Manchester City, and the team is alive. 
The team is a team that played football, 
played with a personality, create 

Tottenham manager 
chances,” said Conte.He said 

Antonio Conte has said that his side Tottenham has lost some defensive 
needs to keep working to improve solidarity and that is a difference from 
themselves after their loss against last season.
Manchester City. Pep Guardiola’s men 

“At the same time if we compare this 
beat Tottenham 4-2 in the Premier season with last season, maybe we lost 
League.Speaking after the game, a bit of solidity defensively, because 
Conte said he would not blame any we have conceded a lot of goals. And if 

mistake first of all is mine because it single player for their defeat, adding you can see the stats about the goals 
means that maybe we have to work that he takes responsibility for the that we conceded in this season and you 
much more defensively to be more result.“But I don't like to go on about can see that we have conceded a lot of 
compact. But like the whole team, not (blaming) the single player. Yes. But goals. We are continuing to score goals. 
only the defenders. Because when you for sure and when we conceded four But the difference is a big difference,” 
consider a goal, it depends over the Conte added.goals and the first responsible is the 

NEWS BOX

Australian Open: I enjoyed fighting my way through, says 
Stefanos Tsitsipas after beating Tallon Griekspoor

Premier League: We have to continue to work, says 
Tottenham boss Antonio Conte after loss vs Manchester City

as against India's four.
When two teams are on same points and 

won equal number of matches, the 
ranking is decide by goal difference.

"We created chances but somehow we 
could not score too many goals. We hope 
to do better against New Zealand," the 
captain, who scored his first goal from a 
penalty corner, added.

Head coach Graham Reid rued the lack of 
finishing by the forwards, which 

 Bhubaneshwar, India won their final continued from their drawn match 
group stage match against Wales by 4-2 against England on January 15"We 
margin in the Hockey World Cup but fell played well in patches and Wales 
short of a direct qualification to the defended well. They (Wales) are a good 
quarter-final of the tournament.India team and if you give chances to them, 
captain Harmanpreet Singh on Thursday, they will score. England had also made 
19 January felt that his team was below our job tougher," Reid said, as England's 
par and said that they will need to do 4-0 win over Spain put India under 
much better in the coming matches. pressure."I thought we still made a lot of 

ADVEIndia will be playing New Zealand chances but the finishing was still lacking 
in a crossover match for a spot in the winning two matches and drawing one Needing to win by a margin of eight goals to which was the most disappointing part. 
quarter-finals on Sunday, 22 January. but the European side topped Pool D on directly qualify for the quarterfinals, Wales defended well. There is no easy 

"We are not satisfied with this win. This was t h e  b a s i s  o f  s u p e r i o r  g o a l  India failed to live up to the expectations way to gold medal in this World Cup and 
not our best performance and we could difference.England, who had outclassed as they finished second in Pool D behind every team is different. There were 
have done better," Harmanpreet said at Spain 4-0 in the earlier Pool D match here, England.vBoth India and England ended positives we can take from today's 
the post-match press conference. have a better goal difference of plus nine their group on seven points each after match," the coach said.

Hockey World Cup: Not satisfied with our win against 
Wales, says India captain Harmanpreet Singh

great playing in sunshine today. 
I enjoyed fighting my way 
through today. It wasn't easy at 
times. I had the crowd with me 
as always. If there are any real 
estate brokers or agencies 
please let me know!,” Tsitsipas 
added.

Third-seeded Tsitsipas saved a set 
point in the second set but beat 
Tallon Griekspoor 6-2, 7-6 (5), 
6-3 to reach the last 16 at day for tennis, adding that he thought 

Melbourne Park for the third time in h i s  s e r v e  p l a c e m e n t  w a s  
four years.Sinner recovered from two exceptional.“Fair crack at the whip 
sets down for the first time in his career mate. It was a good mixing up today. I 
as he beat Marton Fucsovics 4-6, 4-6, was mixing up my slice and opening 
6-1, 6-2, 6-0 after 3 hours, 33 minutes, the court. I think the placement of my 

 New Delhi Greek tennis star Stefanos coming from 2-0 down in the fourth set serve was exceptional today. I didn't 
Tsitsipas has said that he enjoyed to win the last 12 games in a row.have a lot of rallies on my serve which 
fighting his way through the win Tsitsipas, the highest-ranked player left helped a lot today and I enjoyed the 
against Tallon Griekspoor. Tsitsipas in the men’s draw following the exits of weather today. What a lovely day for 
beat Griekspoor 6-2 7-6(5) 6-3 to top-seeded and defending champion tennis,” said Tsitsipas.He said he 
advance to the fourth round of the Rafael Nadal and No. 2 Casper Ruud, enjoyed fighting his way through 
Australian Open.Speaking after the was pushed hard in the second set by against Griekspoor, insisting that the 
match, Tsitsipas said it was a lovely the 63rd-ranked Griekspoor.crowd was always behind him."It's 

Premier League: Manchester City script epic 2nd 
half comeback, defeat Tottenham Hotspurs 4-2

New Delhi. 

Guardiola's men were heading for 
successive league defeats for the first time 
since December 2018 as well as their third 
loss in a row to Tottenham.The hosts were 
relatively untroubled by Spurs before 
Ederson's poor pass to Rodri fell to 
Kulusevski, who slotted home.Two 
minutes and eight seconds later, in first-
half stoppage time, Spurs doubled their 
lead with Ederson again at fault as he 
failed to deal with Harry Kane’s cross and 
palmed the ball onto the head of 
Royal.With their chances of a fifth league Defending champions 
title in six seasons seemingly slipping Manchester City got back to winning 
away, City were a different proposition in ways in the most hrilling style after 
the second half, with World Cup winner coming back from two goals down to beat 
Alvarez quickly firing home from close minutes, however, quickly turned the Gunners, while Spurs stay fifth, five Tottenham Hotspur 4-2 on Thursday, 19 
range.Haaland only had nine touches in match on its head, as strikes from Julian points off the top four."You think about January, at the Eithad Stadium.Pep 
the first half but only needed one more to Alvarez, Erling Haaland, the Norwegian's everything when you are down at half Guardiola's win against the Antonio 
level things up, heading home after first in four appearances in all time," Mahrez told Sky Sports. "I think Conte's men meant that City moved 
Mahrez had nodded the ball into his path, competitions, and Riyad Mahrez put City we played good in the first half. All we within five points of Premier League 
before the Algerian drilled through Spurs in front.The goal took Haaland's league had against us was the two goals we leaders Arsenal, with 42 points from 19 
goalkeeper Hugo Lloris to complete the haul to 22 for the season -- the most by a conceded."When we came back, we were matches. Looking to avoid a third 
turnaround.While Spurs kept coming, City player in a single league campaign frustrated. We have done it before. We successive defeat in all competitions, City 
they did not test Ederson again in the under Pep Guardiola, with 19 league have come back from two goals behind in were sluggish from the off and went into 
match, with another mistake, this time games still left to play.With the visitors the past. We showed what and who we are the break two goals behind after Dejan 
from Clement Lenglet, letting Mahrez in chasing an equaliser down the other end, and had a bit of luck too. We deserved the Kulusevski and Emerson Royal netted in 
for the fourth, with the City forward Mahrez added a late fourth to keep City win."City had lost 2-1 at Manchester quick succession at the end of the opening 
finishing superbly to seal a hard-earned well in the title race, five behind Arsenal United last time out and when they went period.Three goals in 12 second-half 
success.having played one game more than the into the break 2-0 down, it appeared that 

 New Delhi India boxer and congress politician Vijender 
Singh attended the wrestlers' protest at Jantar Mantar on 
Friday, 20 January. The Olympic medal winner spoke to 
the media and said that he was there to show the support 
towards the sporting fraternity who have alleged 
exploitation against the Wrestlin Federation of India.

Singh sat on the protest ground early in the morning, but 
was asked to vacate the area and sit with the rest of the 
crowd since the wrestlers did not want any political 
colour to the happenings.Earlier on Thursday, the 
protesters had asked the same of CPI politician Brinda 
Karat the same who had sat on the stage.

Decorated Indian wrestlers have taken to Jantar Mantar 
asking for the sacking of Brij Bhushan Singh - the 
president of Wrestling Federation of India. Several 
allegations have been made on the current president, 
which includes charges of sexual harassment and 
extortion.“WFI president stayed on the same floor and 
across the room from the junior girls at the Junior World 
Championships. He would leave his door open. Every 
girl was made uncomfortable,” said the 21-year-old 
Malik.The wrestlers went to sports minister Anurag 
Thakur late on Thursday, however, according to 
sources, the meeting was not fruitful. The decorated 
athletes are expected to have another round of meeting 
amidst their ask of sacking the WFI president.

Indian wrestlers urge Vijender 
Singh to get off  stage and sit on 
ground alongside other protestors

Australian Open: He makes our sport 
shine, says John McEnroe after Andy 

Murray’s win over Thanasi Kokkinakis
 New Delhi Legendary tennis star John McEnroe 

has showered praise on three-time Grand Slam 
winner Andy Murray, saying he makes the sport 
of tennis shine. Murray overcame Thanasi 
Kokkinakis in a thrilling encounter that went 
late into the night at Melbourne.Speaking to 
Eurosport, McEnroe said Murray has a heart of 
a champion but he had to dig deep to register a 
win against Kokkinakis.“For starters, it was 
insane that matches at that level are played at 
that time in the morning. Murray, we knew he 
had a heart of a champion, that goes without 
saying, but that's him digging deeper than I've 
ever seen him, with everything he's been 
through,” said McEnroe.

The former tennis player said it’s a historic win 
for Murray but there could also be 
consequences down the road because of the 
longetivity of the match."It makes me 
personally, as an ex-player, proud to look at 
these tennis players – Andy, in particular. 
Kokkinakis, you feel for him, but it's one of 
those moments where you feel proud of your 
sport and you see guys giving 110% for five-
and-a-half hours. While on the one hand it is 

historic, you also worry about the consequences 
down the road. There's recovery; when could 
you even possibly think about going to sleep? 
How do you even look at the next opponent?,” 
McEnroe added.

He said Murray makes tennis shine, adding that 
the British star has a desire to compete and give 
all he’s got.“I would say to Andy Murray that 
you make our sport shine. The never give up, 
never say die mottos that you hear, the 
clichÃ©s, you would send them his way right 
now because this is about the love of the sport 
more than anything else. His desire to compete, 
to go out and just give what he's got,” said 
McEnroe.Murray beat Kokkinakis 4-6, 6-7(4), 
7-6(5), 6-3, 7-5 in a match that lasted for 5 hours 
and 45 minutes.

ZPremier League: Manchester City 
reignited their title push with a 
stunning comeback win against 
Tottenham Hotspurs. 0-2 down in 
the first half, City scored 4 goals 
in the second half.

Greek tennis star Stefanos 
Tsitsipas has said that he 
enjoyed fighting his way 
through the win against 
Tallon Griekspoor. 
Tsitsipas beat Griekspoor 
6-2 7-6(5) 6-3 to advance 
to the fourth round of the 
Australian Open.

Lionel Messi, Cristiano Ronaldo 
dazzle crowd as PSG defeat Riyadh 
All Star XI in goal-fest

Australian Open 2023: Andy 
Murray blasts authorities for 
dragging games till 4 am

Tottenham manager Antonio Conte 
has said that his side needs to 
keep working to improve 
themselves after their loss against 
Manchester City. Pep Guardiola’s 
men beat Tottenham 4-2 in the 
Premier League.

 Lionel Messi and Cristiano Ronaldo 
rolled back the years on Thursday evening, January 
19 in Riyad, as both forwards got on the score sheet 
in an exhibition match as PSG defeated the Riyadh 
All Star XI in a 9-goal thriller. The goal fest saw 
Lionel Messi opening the scoring and Cristiano 
Ronaldo netting twice in the first half in a high-
octane encounter where PSG's Juan Bernat saw a 
red card, late in the first half.While the match may 
not have much lasting significance for the teams 
involved, football fans around the world got plenty 
of bang for their buck as a story that has dominated 

the sport for over a decade appeared to come to an 
end in a memorable goal-fest.

In an action-packed first half at the King Fahd 
Stadium in Riyadh, goals from Messi and 
Marquinhos were cancelled out by a Ronaldo 
brace, while Bernat was sent off for a lunging tackle 
on Saudi international Salem Al-Dawsari.

The game resumed at a frenetic pace after the break, 
with goals coming thick and fast as Sergio Ramos 
turned in a Kylian Mbappe cross for PSG before 
South Korean Jang Hyun-soo replied with a near-
post header from a corner to make it 3-3.

A handball by Ali Al-Bulaihi gave the visitors a 
penalty, which was expertly dispatched by Mbappe 
on the hour, before Hugo Ekitike extended the lead 
to 5-3 with a thumping finish following a lung-
busting run from the halfway line.The big players 
for both clubs were taken off at the hour-mark to 
protect them from injuries. Both Ronaldo and 
Messi came off the field to make way for younger 
players.Anderson Talisca scored late for the Saudis 
in added time, but Ekitike's strike proved to be 
enough on the night.Though he was unable to get 
his newest chapter in Saudi Arabia off to a winning 
start, 37-year-old Ronaldo will take heart from his 
performance as he prepares to make his first 
competitive appearance for Al Nassr when they 
host Al Ettifaq on Sunday.

New Delhi. 

 Melbourne. Former world number one Andy Murray 
scripted an incredible comeback victory against 
Australian Thanasi Kokkinakis on Thursday, 19 
January in the second round of the Australian Open 
2023.

Murray, currently ranked 66 in the world came back from 
2 sets down to win the longest match of his career. 
Murray's win left Kokkinakis frustrated and he broke 
his racket in frustration against Murray's gritty defence.

“I am not here for myself,” he said. “I am here to defend 
the youth and workers doing demanding jobs. I work in 
the construction industry sector and I’m a first-hand 
witness of the suffering of employees.”Many young 
people were among the Paris crowd, including high 
school students.Nathan Arsac, 19, a student and 
member of the UNEF union, said: “I’m afraid of what’s 
going to happen next. Losing our social achievements 
could happen so fast. I’m scared of the future when I’ll 
be older and have to retire.”Speaking after the game, a 
frustrated Murray complained against the timings of 
the game and said that a 4 AM finish helps no one in the 
sport."I don't know who it's [the late finish] beneficial 
for," said Murray at the Rod Laver Arena after 
conclusion of his game."We come here after the match 
and that's what the discussion is, rather than it being 
like, 'epic Murray-Kokkinakis match'. It ends in a bit of 
a farce," Murray had strong words for the tournament 
authorities.Murray thanked the crowd for staying in the 
stadium till the end of the game and said that 4 AM 
finishes were not good for the spectators as many have 
to work the next day."If my child was a ball kid for a 
tournament and they're coming home at five in the 
morning, as a parent, I'm snapping at that. It's not 
beneficial for them," a stern Murray said after his 
match."It's not beneficial for the umpires, the officials. 
I don't think it's amazing for the fans. It's not good for 
the players," he further added.

Hockey World Cup 2023: India failed to 
directly qualify for the quarter-finals of 
the tournament. The Indian captain 
spoke at the post match press 
conference and said that his team was 
below par.
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